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NOTATIONS 

The following are the major symbols used in this thesis. 

ai = coeffici巴ntof piecewise cubic spline 

a/ = coefficient of piecewise cubic spline 
ai

B = coefficient of piecewise cubic spline 
bi = coefficient of piec巴WlS巳 cubicspline 
b/ = coefficient of piecewise cubic splin巴
b/ = coefficient of piecewise cubic splin巴

Ch = volumetric heat capacity 
Cw = specific moisture capacity 
Ci = coefficient of piecewise cubic spline 
C/1 = co巴fficientof piecewise cubic spline 
C;B = coefficient of piecewise cubic spline 
Cs = volumetric heat capacity of soil particle 
Cw = volum巴tricheat capacity of wat巴r
め=coefficient of pi巴cewisecubic spline 

d/ = coeffici巴ntof piecewise cubic spline 
d/ = coefficient of piec巳wisecubic spline 
E = absolute error b巴tw巴巴nobs巴rvedand com-

puted valu巴
E COI11 = absolute e汀orbetween observed and com-

puted value with non-isothermal/free-form 

parameterization (FFP) mod巴I
E iso = absolute error between observ巴dand com-

puted value with isothermallFFP model 
E vg = absolute error between observ巴dand com-

puted value with non-isothermal/van G巴nuch-
ten (VG) model 

g = gravitational acceleration 
H = Hessian matrix 
h = hydraulic head 
1 = 1 X 1 unit matrix 

] = total least squared error 
K = unsaturated hydraulic conductivity 
Kact = admissible set of unknown parameter to be 

identified 

Kr = relative hydraulic conductivity 
Kr，; (・) = relative hydraulic conductivity function over 

the 1 th subdomain 

Krp
(・)= relative hydraulic conductivity function repre-

sented by FFP model 
K，VG(・) = relative hydraulic conductivity function repre-

sented by van Genuchten-Mualem mod巴I
Ks = saturated hydraulic conductivity 
KT = temperature factor of hydraulic conductivity 
k = vector of unknown parameter to be identified 
k opt = V巴ctorof optimal parameter 

ki = value of KtFP at node i 

L = total number of available observed data 
m = number of iteration step 
mvg = parameter of VG model 

n = number of time level 
nvg = parameter of VG model 

Fact = admissible set of p 
p = vector of unknown param巴terto be identified 
P opt = vector of optimal parameter 
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q = flux on Neumann boundary 
qh ニ heatflux 

訂=heat flux on Neumann boundary 

qw = water flux 
百石 = water flux on Neumann boundary 
R = rainfall 
Se = effective saturation 
Ss = specific storage 
Sw = saturation 
T = time domain 

To = initial value of soil temperature 

Ts = soil t巴mp巴rature
Tscom = computed value of soil temp巴rature

Tsobs ニ observedvalue of soil temperature 

Ts = soil temperature 

Ts = value of Ts on Dirichlet boundary 
= t1me 

Wz = weighting factor 

Z = indep巴ndentvariable for a vertical axis 

Greek letters 

αvg = parameter of VG model 

ss = compressibility of soil 
sw = compressibility of water 

rD = Dirichlet boundary 
r~ = Dirichlet boundary for heat transport 
r~ = Dirichlet boundary for wat巴rmovement 
rN = Neumann boundary 
r~ = Neumann boundary for heat transport 
r~ = N巴umannboundary for water movem巴nt

γ=  number of iteration 

ムt = time step 
ε=  convergence cntenon 

甲=control variable in terms of search direction 

8 = volumetric water content 。=value of 8 on Dirichlet boundary 
θ=  vector of unknown parameter to b巴identifi巳d

8 FFP (ゆ)= soil water retention function represented with 
FFP model 

8VG (砂) = soil water retention function represented with 
VG model 

oωm = computed value of 8 with non-isothermallFFP 

model 
8i回 =computed valu巴 of {} with isothermal/FFP 

model 

80bs = observed value of 8 。vg = computed value of 8 with non-isothermalNG 

model 

80 = initial condition of 8 。i = value of 8 FFP (い)at node i 。i(砂) = soil water retention function over the i th 

subdomain 

8r = residual water content 
{}s = saturated water content 
JC = intrinsic permeability 
tI = thermal conductivity 

tIo = r巴ferencethermal conductivity 

μ=  dynamic viscosity 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 
1.1.1 Worldwide water crisis 
The world is facing water crisis. 

Water d巴mandhas been growing steadily in line with 
th巴 population increas巴 and economic growth with 
urbanization and industrialization. According to the United 
Nations Population Projections (mαlium variant of th巴
2010 versionY561， the world population stood at some 6.9 
billion in 2010 and is expected to exc田 d9.0 billion in 
2050 and 10.0 billion by th巴巴ndof this century. Though 
Cohen (l995tl estimated the maximum allowable world 
population as 7.0 billion based on the amount of 
renewable f記shwaterresources， in fact， wat巴rresources 
are running short because of the uneven distribution of 
renewable freshwater resources-in time and space. Using 
"Falkenmark indicator" or“water stress index" (Falken-
mark， 1989[121)， people in the water str巴ssstate-when the 
per-capita maximum avai1able amount of renewable 
freshwater resourc巳sfalls b巴low1，700 cubic ki10meters-
are numbered approximately 0.7 billion in 2005 and 2.0 
billion in 2008 (UNDP， 2006[551; Ministry of the Environ】

ment， 2011[401). 

Furthermore， the climate change adds momentum to the 
water crisis. According to the Fourth Assessment Report 
(AR4) of the Intergovernmental Pan巴1on Climate Change 
(IPCCY目1， th巴 progressin global warming will expose 
several hundred million people to increased water stress in 
the coming years， and th巴 increasedfrequency of droughts 
and 日ooding is projected to adv巴rsely impact food 
production. The rise in the global average temperature due 
to climate change is feared to bring about various impacts 
on water resources. The rapid urbanization is also 
noticeable and not on1y demand for domestic and 
industria1 water is increas巴dbut a1so massive amounts of 
wastes and effluents are generated in association with 
mass consumption which aggravates the巳nvironmenta1
10ad and deterioration of water qua1ity (Ministry of the 
Environment，2011[40I

). 

This crisis on both quality and quantity of water 
resources indicates that human activities hav巴 reached
beyond the environmental carrying capacity. Thus， we， 
human beings are required to wise1y and efficient1y 
manage water resources based on the ideals of 
“sustainab1e deve1opment" propounded at the United 
Nations World Commission on Environment and 
Dev巴lopmentin 1987. 

1.1.2 Status of water use and multifunctionality of 
agriculture 

Driven by solar energy and gravitational force， water 
globally circu1ates within the hydrosph巳r巴， the atmosphere， 

surface water， subsurface water and plants. From the 
global hydrologic cycle， human beings withdraw freshwa-
ter lik，巴 surfaceand subsurface water for agriculture， 

industry and househo1d with the ratio of 70%， 20% and 
10%， resp巴ctively(FAO[日1).This tendency is close1y the 
same in Japan (Ministry of Land， Infrastructure， Transport 
and Tourism， 2011[391). According1y， it is impossible to 
sustainab1y plan or manage water use without considering 
agricultur巴， which is the larg巴stwithdrawing sector. 
Agriculture plays the role of not on1y its primary 

function of food production but a1so the conservation of 
nationa1 lands， ecosyst巳msand the environment through 
creating and maintaining a secondary nature. However， 
agricu1ture adv巴rsely impacts ecosystems， the global 
environment and even agricu1tura1巳nvironmentitself. The 
productivity-oriented agricide caus巴sth巴 reductionof soil 
and 1and fertility and leads to desertification. Application 
of large amount of pesticide and fertilizer diminishes 
water quality. Moreover， 1arge scale irrigation in arid 
areas increases the problem of salt accumulation. It is， 
therefore， of great importance to quantitative1y assess th巴
巴ffectof agricultura1 activities on th巴 environmentand to 
keep it below the threshold limit of sustainable range. 

1.2 Research Aim and Objectives 
This thesis aims at developing a methodology to 

identify the soi1 hydraulic properties with inverse 
technique to contribute to sophisticat巳d numerical 
modeling of subsurface water flow phenomena that are 
basic and representative in irrigation agriculture. It is also 
quite usefu1 to accurately estimate or predict subsurface 
wat巴rflow in substance transport prob1ems dealing with 
the assessment of the influence of pesticid巴 orferti1izer 
application and sa1t accumulation on water qua1ity. 
Generally， intensive and exhaustiv巴 investigationsand 

ana1yses are required for the estimation of flow fie1ds 
though it depends on the space sca1e of target area. To 
reduce 1abor and cost， numerica1 ana1yses have 
increasingly attracted 10ts of attention because of th巴 great
advances of computer technologies and capacities in 
recent years. Th巴 numerica1analyses ar巴 requiredto 
reproduc巴 a physica1 phenomenon of interest more 
accurately， and their success d巴pends on the mode1 
structure given by the governing equations system and 
parameter identification which is a critica1 step in 
modeling process. 

A physically-based mathematical mode1 governing 
water flow in soi1 is represented by Richards equation 
(Richards， 1931 [471). Richards equation can be classified 
into three different forms based on the d巳cisionvariab1es: 
a pr巴ssure-h巴ad-based付-based)form， a moisture-content-
based (8 -based) form， and a mixed form. According to 
Richards equation， the water movement through soi1 is 
derived from the gradi巴nt of hydrau1ic head under 
isothermal assumption， while water movement is also 
affected by soi1 temp巴rature.It is， thus， necess但'yto deal 
with a coup1ing prob1em of water movement and therma1 
transport to represent of water movement near surface soi1 
where heat energy exchange is quite significant. 

On th巴 otherhand， it is also very important to identify 
mode1 parameters included in the governing equations. 
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Model parameters in Richards equation are refe汀巴dto as 

the soil hydraulic properties， i.e. the soil water retention 

curve and the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity. 

How巴ver，an identification method has not yet been 

established b巴cause these paramet巴rs ar巴 not directly 

measurable and have to be determined from historical 

observations. 

Based on the above premis巴s，th巴 followingproposals 

on inverse modeling of subsurface flow in isothermal and 

non-isothermal soil are the main objectives of this thesis: 

(1) Inverse modeling for砂-basedform of Richards 
巴quatlOn

(2) Inverse modeling for・ (J-bas巴dform of Richards 

巴quatlOn

(3) Inverse modeling for mix巴d form of Richards 

equatlOn 

1.3 Structure of Thesis Framework 

This thesis is organized into seven chapters including 
three original research papers of the author[26lーl詔

1

The introductory chapter gives an overview of the 

current status of water environment and discusses the 

importance of th巴 water resources management in 

agricultur巴， which is the largest water withdrawing sector. 
The research aim and objectives are also presented， 

emphasizing the necessity of sophisticated subsurface 

water flow models to quantitatively assess the impacts of 

agriculture on the environment. 

In Chapter 2， recent and pertinent studies on 

mathematical and numerical models for subsurface water 

flow in both isothermal and non-isothermal soil and 

repr巴sentationand identification of model parameters-

soil hydraulic prop巴rties-ar巴reviewed.

In Chapter 3， an inverse modeling for <T -based form of 
Richards equation in variably saturated and isothermal soil 

is proposed and discussed. To accurately describ巴

subsurface water flow， the soil hydraulic properties， which 

is the unknown parameters to be identified， are 

repres巴ntedby a free form parameterized function. As the 

parameterized function， a s巴quential piecewise cubic 

spline function is used in li巴uof the conv巴ntionalfixed 

form parameterized function. After an inverse problem is 

solved by simulation-optimization algorithm which 

combines a numerical model to solve a forward problem 

with a optimization method with the aid of the 

Lev巴nberg-Marquardtmethod， the fr巴eform parameterized 

soil hydraulic properties are determined. The method 

develop巴dis validated through twin experiments. 

In Chapter 4， an inverse modeling for (J -bas巳dform of 

Richards巴quationin unsaturated and norトisothermalsoil 

is proposed and discussed. Since water mov巴mentin 

surface soil is significantly affected by soil t巴mperature，

the forward problem on subsurface water flow is based on 

coupled water movement and heat transport equations. 

Validation of the method proposed is examined through 

applying to upland soil based on field obs巴rvationsusing 

a proposed utilitarian obs巴rvationsystem with simple 

mstrumentatlOn. 

In Chapter 5， an inverse modeling for mixed form of 

Richards equation in variably saturated and isothermal soil 

is proposed and discussed. The success of num巴rical

modeling depends on the model structure given by 

governing equations. Since the mixed form Richards 
equation is superior than th巴twoother forms of Richards 

equation in terms of the range of application to saturation 

and conservation of mass bala佃nc∞巴， the forward problem in n 

t白h巴 mv巴ぽrs総巴 m児削巴ethod iおsde白scαrib巴吋d aωs t白h巴 mixed foαrn‘1羽n

Richa創rd出s巴qua幻tiぬon.The method is validated based on the 

same field observation in Chapter 4. 

In Chapter 6， an inverse modeling for mixed form of 
Richards equation in variably saturat巴dand non-isothermal 

soil is proposed and discussed. It is an extension of the 

method proposed in Chapter 5 to non-isothermal 

condition. The gov巴rningequation system is describ巴das 

a coupled problem of mixed form Richards巴quationand 

heat conduction 巴quation. From field observation， 

validation of the inverse method is carried out. 

And， Chapter 7 presents the summary and conclusions 

of this thesis. 

The matrix to illustrate the relation of the main chapters 

(Chapt巴rs3 through 6) is shown in Figure 1.1. 

Isoth巴rmalModel Non-isothermal Model 

件-bas吋 FormRE IChap回 3 I 

8 -based Form RE C hap t巴r4 I 

Mixed Form RE I Chapter 5I : I Chapter 6 I 

RE: Richards Equation 

Figure 1.1: Structur巴ofth巴mainchapt巴rs
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Governing Equations for Subsurface Water Flow 

2.1.1 Description of soiI water movement and 

numerical method 

Water movement in saturated porous media is described 

as the Darcy's law. The Darcy's law was improved by 

Buckingham in 1907 to present water flux in unsaturated 

porous media (Jury and Horton， 2004[301). Additionally， the 

Darcy-Buckingham law has been extended by Richards 

(1931t"1 to transient flow， combined with the water 

conservation equation. Nowadays， the Richards equation 

is mostly used as the governing equation for subsurface 

water flow analysis. 

Because of the highly nonlin巴armodel param巴tersin 

Richards equation， analytical solutions are not generally 

possible except under very restricting assumptions 

regarding the parameters (Hillel， 1998[161). Instead， various 

numerical methods such as the finite element method 

(FEM) have been developed and become a powerful 

technique with the advancement of computer technologies. 

Among those numerical methods， FEM is most frequ巴ntly

used becaus巴 itenables us to analyze flow regions having 

complex geom巴tricboundaries and arbitrary degrees of 

heterogeneity and anisotropy. FEM， which was first 

devised as a procedure for structural analysis， has been 

applied to steady and saturated seepage problems by 

Zi巴nkiewicz(1966y641. Neuman and Witherspoon (1971)凹1

have developed a finite element method to analyze 

unsteady flow with a free surface， extending th巴 technique

to solve steady state problems proposed by Neuman and 

Witherspoon (1970r1. Moreover， FEM has been applied 

to saturat巴d-unsaturatedflow analys巴sin porous media 
(Neuman， 1973[431; Akai et al.， 1977[11). 

From the view point of decision variables， Richards 

equation can b巴 classifiedinto following three forms: 

(1) the O-based form， 

(2) the 8 -based form and 

(3) the mixed form. 

Th巴 O-bas巴dform of Richar由 equationhas been most 

commonly used. This is because it can express all 

possible rang巴 ofsaturation where砂 is continuous. 

How巴ver，the disadvantage of砂田basedform is that it 

requir巴svery fine spatial and temporal discretization to 

avoid computational instability and disproportionate mass 

balanc巴 sinceo is quit巴 5巴nsitiveto change of 8 in very 

dry conditions (Hills et al.， 1989[17J). Various approaches 

have been proposed to overcome these disadvantages. 

Neuman (1973t'1 has proposed a mass lumping approach 

to improve numerical convergence and to eliminate 

numerical oscillations. Milly (1985Y'8J has pr巳sentedmass-

conserving schemes that used a modified definition of the 

storage term to satisfy a global mass balance. 

The 8 -based form of Richards equation is derived by 

Klute (1952y321. The advantages of the form are that (1) 

water mass is automatically conserved within the 

computational domain r巴gar・dlessof tim巴 andspatial step 

size and (2) the hydraulic diffusivity-model parameter 

included in the 8 -based form equation-does not vary 

with 8 n巴arly as much as the unsaturated hydraulic 

conductivity varies with o. The disadvantage is that it 

cannot be used for simulating flow in soil near or at 

saturation since in that range the hydraulic diffusivity 
becomes infinite (Hillel， 1998[16J; Hills et al.， 1989[171). 

The mix巴dform of Richards equation is an equation 

whose d巴cisionvariables are both o and 8. Celia et al. 
(1990y61 have presented a numerical mod巴1which pertains 

to the mixed form， perfectly conserving the mass using a 

modified Picard iteration method. After the work of Celia 

et al. (1990y6J， the mix巴dform has b巴巴nused often as the 

governing equation for subsurface water flow， and the 
computational efficiency of its numerical model has 

improved (Huang et al.， 1996[191). Since almost all the 

numerical models proposed by Celia et al. (l990y6J and 

subsequently oth巴rsd巴alwith only unsaturated zone， some 

extended models for saturated model as well as 

unsaturated model have been proposed (Takeuchi et al.， 
2008[541; Zadeh， 2011 [621). 

2.1.2 Water movement in non-isothermal soiI 
Richards巴quationexpresses water movement through 

soil derived from the gradient of hydraulic head under 

isothermal condition while it is 巴asilyrecognized that 

water movement is also forced by t巴mp巴raturegradient. 

When water movement near surface soil where heat 

巴nergyexchange is quite significant is considered， coupled 

equation of water movement and heat transport is needed. 

A theory on the simultaneous transfer of water and heat 

has formulated by Philip and de Vries (1957y46J and de 

Vries (1958y91 (PDV model). Ther巴 havebeen various 

models based on PDV model. Kondo and Saigusa 

(1994y331 had constructed a multi-layer soil model to 

estimate th巴 evaporationfrom bare soil， incorporating a 

formula for vaporization in the soil pores in PDV model. 

On the other hand， Milly (1982y361 has converted the 

equations of PDV model to the o -based formulation in 

order to extend the applicable range since PDV model is 

associated with the 8 -based formulation. Milly model has 

been widely appli巳dto the studies on evaporation from 

soil surface (Milly， 1984[訂J)，simultaneous transfer of 

water and heat in desert soil (Scanlon and Milly， 1994[481)， 

and so on. Moreover， Moukalled and Saleh (2006y41J had 

proposed a numerical procedur・巴 to solve Milly model by 

the finit巳 volumemethod being inh巴rentlycons巴rvative

for the purpose of preventing the mass imbalance problem 

reported in the literature when employing the o -based 

formulation with other numerical methods. 

Fujinawa (l995y141 has presented a different formulation 

coupling water movement and heat transport. An equation 

derived from the generalized Darcy's law and th巴
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Boussinesq assumption and an advection-dispersion 
equation are employed as governing equations for water 

movement and heat transport， respectiv巴ly.

2.2 Soil HydrauIic Properties and Identification Method 
To solve the basic equations governing subsurface 

wat巴r flow above mentioned， the soil hydraulic 
prop巳rties-th巴 soilwater retention curve (SWRC) and 
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (UHC)-are needed. 

SWRC is defined as the relation between the volum巴tric
water content and the matric suction， and UHC as a 
function of th巴 saturationor suction. 

2.2.1 Representation of soil hydraulic properties 
The determination of UHC through laboratory or field 

m巴asurementis g巴nerallylaborious and time-consuming 

and， thus， it has been attempted to estimat巴 UHCfrom 
SWRC which can be measured with relativ巴巴ase.Th巴
representative models are Brooks and Corey (BC) model 
(Brooks and Corey， 1966[5l)， van Genuchten-Mual巴m(VG) 
model (van Genuchten， 1 980[59l; Mual巴m，1976[42l) and 

Kosugi's lognormal por巴-sizedistribution (LN) model 
(Kosugi， 1994[34l; 1996[35l). Among them， VG model is the 

most widely used for numerical analysis. 
How巳ver， some drawbacks hav巴 been reported. 

According to Iden and Durner (2007y2Il， although 

parameterizations of UHC coupled to SWRC by巴ither
empirical equations or capillary mod巴lsare physically 
motivated， such approaches may give rise to practical 

problems， since (1) the capillary model itself may be only 
approximately valid for the porous medium under study 
and (2) any error of th巴 employedmodel of SWRC 
propagates into errors in th巴predictedUHC. Additionally， 

Durner (1 994y!Ol has reported that the conventional 

unimodal retention function cannot describe SWRC in soil 
with heterogeneous pore syst巴ms，and proposed a flexible 

SWRC function formed by superimposing unimodal 
retention curve of VG model type. Moreover， Vogel et al. 
(2001y61l have pointed out that the UHC derived from VG 

model can be quite sensitive to the shape of SWRC near 
saturation with unfavorable consequences for the 
computational performanc巴 inthe numerical simulations， 

and presented a modified VG model. VG model could 

also lead to wrong predictions of UHC und巴rthe 
condition where air-entry effects are significant (lppisch et 
al.， 2006[25l). 

Another alt巴rnativeapproach is a free-form param巴teri-
zation approach (e.g. Kastanek and Ni巴lsen，20011311;

Bitterlich et al.， 2004[3l). The approach describes the soil 

hydraulic property with a sequential piecewise polynomial 

function. The function is referred to as“the fre巴 form
function" in contrast with th巴 functionof conventional 
model lik巴 VGmodel being“the fixed form function". 
The advantages of the approach is that it offers high 

flexibility b巴causeof no a priori assumption about the 
specific shape of function and th巴 numberof parameters 
(Bitterlich et al.， 2004[3l). 

2.2.2 Identification method 
The soil hydraulic properties are determined by direct 

measurement or indirect method. Th巴 directmeasur巴ment
m巳thods are summarized by Japanes巴 Association of 
Groundwater Hydrology (201Oy29l. Though the dir巴ct

measurement of SWRC is possible with wide range of 

pressure head， the direct measurement of UHC is difficult 
b巴cause it is laborious and time-consuming (Hillel， 
1998[16l). 

Accordingly， the indirect method-inverse method-has 
been focused on because of the advantage of optimization 

techniques and computer power. The inverse method is 
based on two methodologies: (a) the multistep outflow 
method (Eching and Hopmans， 1993[lll; van Dam et al.， 

1994[58l) and (b) the evaporation method (Simunek etα1.， 
1998[57l). 

Bitterlich et al. (2004y3l have proposed an invers巴

method to estimate the soil hydraulic prop巴rtiesusing fr閃
form functions through column outflow巴xperim巴nts.Iden 
and Durner (2007， 2008Y2Il.[22l have 田 timatedthe soil 

hydraulic prop巴rtiesin the similar framework of inv巴rse
modeling to th巴 workof Bitterlich (2004y31， based on the 
multistep outflow method and evaporation method， 

respectively. 
Zhang et al. (201Oy63l have presented an inverse method 

based on field experiments. In their method， FAO 
approach (Allen et al.， 1998y2l is embedded to calculate 

the potential evapotranspiration in the forward solution 
proc巴dure，since measurement of actual evapotranspiration 
is generally difficult in field experiments. 
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CHAPTER 3 

INVERSE METHOD TO IDENTIFY SOIL 

HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES IN V ARIABLY 

SATURATED SUBSURFACE WATER FLOW MODEL 

-ψ-BASED FORM OF RICHARDS EQUATION-

3.1 Introduction 

The methodical way to num巴rically model and 

reproduce a real groundwater system is at the outset to 

solve an inverse problem (IP) to estimate a priori 

unknown parameters included in the groundwater 

equations system， and subsequently to solve a forward 

problem (FP) for obtaining solutions to the equations with 

the paramet巴rsso estimated. A variety of well-developed 

methods to solve FPs are currently available (e.g.， 

Huyakorn and Pinder， 1983[却J).Since r巴liabilityof the 

solutions to FP is contingent on the model parameters to 

be estimated prior to these solutions， development of the 

performance solver for IP is also an essential need. 

Her巴， inverse modeling for Richards equation which is 

a standard mathematical model for saturated-unsaturated 

groundwater flow in a porous m巴diumis considered. 

Conventionally， soil hydraulic properties (i.e.， the relative 

hydraulic conductivity Kr and the volumetric water 

content (j)， which are major parameters in the equation， 

are describ巴dby the fixed-form functions expressed in 

terms of the unknown variable (i.e.， the pr巴ssureheadい)，

which cover a possible global range of the variable. Most 

of the earlier works on the solution of IP are based on the 

flow model with this type of parameterization in a fixed 

functional form. For instanc巴， Hsu and Liu (l990t8J， and 

Constales and Kacur (2001y8J proposed the methods to 

identify a set of the functions which consists of the 

closed-form equations by van Genuchten (l980y59J， called 

VG model. Takeshita and Kohno (l993y52J attempted to 

identify the soil wat巴rretention curve relating {j withゆ，

bas巴don the VG model. Si and Kachanoski (2000y50J 

proposed a method of the solution of IP bas巴don another 

fixed functional model by Broadbridge and White 

(l988tJ. Solution of IP based on this parameterization is 

indeed less laborious since the number of th巴 parameters

to be estimated is limited. However， drawbacks arise from 

less flexibility or small degree of freedom due to the 

specific shap巴 ofthe functions. There is巴verypossibility 

that assumptions mad巴 forformulating the functions (e.g.， 

assumed pore-size distribution) are invalid for the actual 

soil hydraulic properties of interest. In use of the VG 

model that is most commonly used， the conductivities 

derived from this model can be quite sensitive to the 

shape of the soil wat巴rretention curve near saturation 

with unfavorable consequences for the computational 

p巴rformancein the solution of FP (V og巴1et al.， 2001 [6IJ). 

Under particular conditions where effects of the air-entry 

are significant， the VG model could lead to wrong 

predictions of the conductivities (Ippisch et al.， 2006[25J). 

As an alternative inverse modeling approach to 

overcome these drawbacks， Bitterich et al. (2004y3J used 

the free-form parameterization in which particular 

polynomial functions were employed to describ巴 thesoil 

hydraulic properties within a small partitioned range of 

the entire pressure head domain， and in principle the 

number of parameters-the numb巴r of degrees of 

freedom-could freely be selected. Two different 

polynomial functions (quadratic B-splines and piec巴wise

cubic Hermite interpolation)， expressed in terms of the 

pressure head， were employed to comparatively 

investigate their p巴rformancesin the solution of IP. The 

validity of the proposed approach was巴xaminedbased on 

the data from the outflow experiments for soil columns. 

Using a sequential programming m巴thod，the functions 

best at fitting th巴 soilhydraulic properti巴sw巴reid巴ntified

through minimizing the objective function which was 

defined as a weighted sum of the squared e汀orsbetween 

measured (experimental) and numerically calculated 

outflow rates from the bottom of the soil column. 

However， no detailed algorithm for parameter 

optimization was present巴d.

This chapter is associated with development of a field-

oriented approach for the inverse estimation of the soil 

hydraulic properties which is based on the free-form 

parameterization. Assuming the properties are dominantly 

one-dimensional and independent of thermal transport in 

the soil， i.e.， considering an isothermal soil water 

movement in a column， a methodology for parameter 

estimation is dev巴lopedand validated which would be 

advantageous to the solution of IP. By assembly of th巴

piecewise cubic spline functions， each of Kr and {j is 

expressed as a continuous function of the pressure head. 

To find the shapes of such functions best expressing head-

dependency of the soil hydraulic properties， a simulation-

optimization algorithm with the aid of the Levenberg-

Marquardt method is developed which serves to iteratively 

solve an optimization problem of minimizing 巴rrors

between the observed and computed values of the pr巴ssure

head in combination with the embedded simulation 

module for forward solutions. The term "field-oriented" is 

used to indicate that the errors are measured in terms of 

the head rather than th巴 outflowrate which is difficult to 

be in-situ observed， and therefore solution of the IP can 

be achieved having only recourse to the observed time-

series data of pressur巴head.

3.2 Forward Problem 

Th巴 governing巴quationof one-dimensional saturated-

unsaturated groundwater flow is expressed by the 

Richards巳quationas follows. 

(Cw +Ss)十一会(-Kω号) (3.1) 

where Cw is the specific moisture capacity， Ss the 

specific storage，砂 (z，t) the capillary head (on砂<0) or 

pr回 surehead (on rt 2 0)， h (z， t) the hydraulic head 

(h =z+砂)， K (ゆ)unsaturat巴dhydraulic conductivity， z 
the h巴ightdefined as positive upward from th巴bottomof 

the soil and t the time. 
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Th巴 sp巴cificmoistur巴 capacityCw， th巴 sp巴cificstorage 
5s and the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity K (ゆ)are 

defined as follows. 

I dB 
|一一(砂<0) 
J dいCw (ゆ)=1 
1 0 (rt '2 0) 

(3.2) 
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(3.4) 

where Ks is the saturated hydraulic conductivity， Kr (砂)
the relativ巴hydraulicconductivity， B the volumetric water 
content，ρthe water d巴nsity，9 the gravitational accelera-
tion， sw the coefficient of water compressibility and ss the 
coeffici巴ntof soil compressibility. 

Eq.(3.1) is considered subject to the following initial 
and boundary conditions with the given or specified 
values ofれ，い (onDirichlet boundary rD

) and q (f1ux 
on N巴umannboundary rN

). 

砂(z，O)二件。 in Q (3.5) 

ゆ(z，t) =砂 on rD x T 

oh N -KsK，云五一 =q on rN 
x T 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

Given that the coefficients of the derivatives in Eq.(3.1) 
are well paramet巴riz巴dor related to the unknown variable 
砂， it can be numerically solved with respect to rt by a 

combined use of the standard Galerkin finite element 
method and the implicit time-marching scheme (Crank-
Nicolson scheme) which provides unconditionally stable 

solutions. This forward solution model is embedded in the 
parameter optimization process described below， and 
serves to simulate the f10w for the soil hydraulic 

properties stepwise updated in the process 

3.3 Inverse Problem 
3ふ1 Parameterization 

For free-form p紅 ameterization，the individual relations 
must be expressed by functions which are continuously 
differ巴ntiableov巴rthe whole domain of interest. For this 

pu叩ose，as shown in Figure 3.1， the whole domain is 
partition巴dinto (1目 1)subdomains with 1 nodes (1 denotes 

the degrees of freedom of th巴 parameterization)，and each 
of the functions for Kr and B over the whol巴 domainis 

expressed by an assembly of piecewise cubic spline 
interpolation functions each of which is locally defined 
over a confined subdomain bounded with two nodes. 

Thus， the functions defined over z -th subdomain of 
[ Oi， rti十1)(め<砂什1)，Kr，i (砂)and Bi (砂)are described 

as follows. 
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Kr，e KiFP
(世)

eFFP(世)

;:;;:; 
ki，ei 

中1 Oi+1 ψ 

Figur巴3.1:Cubic splines 

(αt +b/ (rt-rti)+C/， (砂ーめ )2

J + d/， (砂ーめ)3 in [れめ+1)ι;(い)ニ 1''''i ¥'/" '/"l) 111 L'/"l， '/"1+1} (3.8) 

1 0 otherwis巴

(αf +b/ (砂ーめ)十cf(砂 め)2
J +d/ (砂-rti)3 in [め，rti+J) 。i(砂)=1 ''''i ¥'/" '/"l) 111 LI"I，l"l+l} (3.9) 

10 mh巴rwise

where a/" b/" C!l， d/" af， b/， cf and d/ are the coeffi-
cients in the cubic splines and i (1三 i三 1) nodal 

number. The shapes of th巴 functionsto be deterrnined are 
therefore express巴das an assembly of the local functions 
so defin巴d.

Krp (砂 )=~Kr， i (砂) (3.10) 

。FFP(い)ニ ~Bi (件) (3.11) 

Hereinafter， the values of Krp 
(砂i)and ()町P(め)at 

the node i are simply denoted by ki and {)i， and their sets 
by k and (j， respectively. Since， as well known， the soil 

hydraulic properties monotonously increase with the 
increasing head， Eqs.(3.10) and (3.11) must be identified 
so that the following constraints ar巳satisfied.

ki 三三 ki+1， {)i::;; {)i+l (3.12) 

3.3.2 Solution procedure of IP 

At first， a set of decision variabl巴sP is defin巴dto 
represent both the unknown parameter sets k and (j • 

l ρ111 =k削 (m = 1， ・・・，1)

P=1p附ニ {)m-l (m = 1 + 1， "'，21) (3.13) 

Searching for the sets of the optimal solutions， P OP1， is 
then achievable through minimizing the objective 

function， defined as the total squares e町 orintegrated over 
space and time betwe巴nthe solution of FP (砂 COI11(P )) and 
the observation data 付。bs)，and therefore written as 
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] (pOPl) = min] (p)， pOPt， pεFad (3.14) 

with 

， L 

jゆ)=~，~yi ゆ)F (3.15) 

五(p)= <t{om (p )一町bs (3.16) 

wh巴reFad is the admissible sets of p and L th巴 total

number of observation data available in the space Q x T. 

In the process of minimizing Eq.(3.14) subject to Eq. 

(3.12)， the decision variables p are iteratively updated 

while step by step solving FP with their assumed or 

pr巴viously回 timatedvalues. In this respect， identification 

of th巴 functions(Eqs.(3.10) and (3.11)) requires a sort of 

simulation-optimization technique. The entire proc巴dure

for solving IP is illustrated in Figure 3.2. 

1. Input observation data世obs

2. Guess model parameters p(γ) 

3. Obtain the solution of 

FP， itcom(phl)， for 

mputparam巴tersp(γ) 

Figur・巴 3.2: Solution search algorithm 

3.3.3 Optimization algorithm 

Levenberg-Marquardt m巴thod，which is a modified 

Gauss】Newtonmethod， is adopted for the optimization 

algorithm. With this method， the unknown parameters紅巳

step by step updated with the fo11owing search sequence 

through the it巴ration.

p (y+l) = p (y)十ム11(y) 

with 

ムpy=一(H(Y)十 7JI)-1V](y) 

I .;.， aJ;(Y) aJ;(Y) I 
H(Y)二 lEz---ー|

1''"":1 aPi aPJ 1 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

(3.19) 

where Y is the iteration numb巴r，甲 acoeffici巴ntand 1 a 

(21) x (21) unit matrix. Wh巳n7J is巴qualto 0，ム.p(y)

reduces to the Gauss-Newton direction. On the other 

hand， when 7J tends to infinity，ムp(γ) turns to the steepest 

descent direction and size ofムp(y) tends to z巴ro.

Therefor巴，甲 istaken as 0 for an initial value， and if 

](pわり<(p(γ)) is not satisfied， then value of 7J is 

increased andムp(y) is recomputed with Eq.(3.17) until 

the reduction condition ] (p (川))<] (p (y)) is satisfied 

(Sun， 1994[5ll). 

3.4 Validation 

3.4.1 Methods 

Th巴 validityof the methodology pr巴sentlydeveloped is 

primarily examined with its application to a hypoth巴tical

soil column as shown in Figure 3.3. The column of 30 cm 

high is assumed to be homogen巴ous，and bounded on its 

bottom 巳nd by fu11y saturated groundwater. For th巴

forward solution which is needed in solution search 

sequence for parameter optimization， the spatial domain 

being considered is discritized into 6 line-elements of 

equal length with 7 nodes. 

Observation of the pressure head is assumed to be made 

at thr巴edifferent locations depicted by th巴 blacksquare 

dots in Figure 3.3. Since actual observation data from 

measurements are unavailable， substitutes for them are 

numerica11y generated. For this， th巴 forwardproblem is 

solved with the same spatial discr巴tizationas in Figure 

3.3， assuming that the soil hydraulic properties could be 

w巴11represented by the VG model written as 

KrVG (砂)=附(1-(1 山本r，gy
8-8r 

5e(い)=十一一一=一一一一一。s-8r (1+(α暗 I<T1)同 )mvg

vr: / ，_ ¥. /l ()S -81 。VG(砂)=81'十一一一一一一一
(1 + (αvg 1砂1)同)附'g

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

where 5e is the effective saturation estimated by the VG 

model， 8s th巴 saturatedwater content， 8r the residual 

water content，αvg， mvg and nvg parameters that shape the 

soil properties and have r巴lationas mvg = l-l!nvg. 

Considering a one-way process of desorption， the whole 

domain of interest is assumed to be initia11y saturated， and 

unsaturated due to quick drainag巴 ofthe water absorbed in 

soils， i.e.， due to quick fa11 of the phreatic surface from 

the top to the bottom of the column. This means that the 

soil hydraulic properties under a condition repeating wet 

and dry， i.e.， affected by hysteresis， are not considered. In 

addition，砂=0 cm and q = 0 cm/s are given to the 

bottom and top boundaries of the column， resp巴ctively.

Specification of no-flow through the top boundary is 

co町ectin reality because the desorption process could be 

completed during a so short period of time that effects of 

rainfall and/or己vaporationcan be neglect巳d.

For comparative examinations， two different soil types 

(Soil A and Soil B) with diff，巴rent soil hydraulic 

prop巴rtiesare considered which are characterized by less 

and more sensitive changes of the relative hydraulic 
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圃:Observation 
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Figure 3.3・Soilco1umn 

conductivity near saturation， respectiv巴ly.Soil A and Soil 
B are those like volcanic ash soil (αndosol) and subsoil of 
the volcanic ash soil (loamy soil)， respectively. Valu巴sof 
the parameters to be specified for simulation runs to 
generat巴 observation data as well as for simulation-
optimization runs ar巴 summarizedin Table 3.1 for those 
common for both soils， Tables 3.2 and 3.3 for Soil A and 
Soil B， respectively. 

In order to generate observation data for this desorption 
process， it is巴noughin any case to simulat巳 theflow ov巴r
a period of 5 minutes during which the flow c巴rtainly
falls steady-timeindependent. For solving this forward 
problem， the time is marched with the relatively small 
increment of 0.1 s to reproduce the time-varying flow in 
the column at high r巴solution.All of the time-dependent 
discret巴 solutionsof pressure h巴ad，obtained at s巴lected
three observation points， ar巴巴mployedas observation data 
as they ar・e.This indicates that the generat巴dpseudo 
observation data are spatially s巴lectedpart of the true 
solutions to the flow problem under consideration， and 
ther巴forethe observation is made at intervals of 0.1 s 
having no measurement errors and noises. 

Taking into account the abov巴mentionedcharacteristics 
of the individual soils， th巴 entiredomain of the pressure 
head is partitioned at even intervals into 6 subdomains for 
Soil A， and more finely， 10 subdomains for Soil B to find 
the function with better fitness to the relative hydraulic 
conductivity which is quite sensitive near saturation. 

3.4.2 Results 
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 illustrate the identified functions of 

the relative hydraulic conductivity and the volumetric 
water content， KI町 P(砂) and θFFP (砂)， for Soil A in 
comparison with the true functions， K，VG (ゆ)and ()VG (砂)， 
based on th巴 VGmodel， respectively. Figure 3.6 shows 
the timevarying pr巴ssure heads at three selected 

Tab1巴3.1:Common param巴ters

Param巴ter Value 

βs [cm'/N] 2.0X 10-4 

ふ，[cm'/N] 4.4XIO-6 

kllP 1.0 

k1o，" 0.0 

θ1I θs 

θlow θr 

Table 3.2: Paramet巴rsof Soil A 

Param巴ter Value 

θs 0.801 。r 0.581 

Ks [cm/s] 7.0X 10-4 

VG model paramet巴r

αvg [cm -'] 0.0268 

nvg 3.249 

Table 3.3: Par叩 letersof Soi1 B 

Param巳ter Value 

θs 0.760 。r 0.218 

K三[cm/s] 4.5X 10-3 

VGmod巴1parameter 

αvg [cm-'] 0.0115 

nvg 」 1.487 

locations-of major concern in practical respects-for th巳

same soil typ巴， which are p創tof the solutions obtained 
from simulation practice with the identified functions for 
the soil hydraulic properties， including those from pseudo 
observationー true heads. Figure 3.7 illustrates th巴
variations of the absolut巴巴町or IO com -o obs 1 of those 
computed pressure heads from the observed (true) ones， 
which helps closely investigating reproducibility 
(accuracy) of th巴 solutions 1'esulting from using the 
identified functions. Correspondingly， the results for Soil 
B are shown in the insert of Figures 3.8 through 3.11. 

Function identifiability for Soil A is so high that 
indistinguishable discrepancies between Krp 

(砂) and 
k】VG(砂)as well as between () FFP (砂)and ()VG (砂)can b巴

found over the巴ntiredomain of pressur巴 head(Figures 
3.4 and 3.5). The function of relative hydraulic 
conductivity for Soil B is， however， perceptibly discrepant 
within the limited range of the head near saturation， 
though the function of volumetric water content is 
id巴ntifiedfavorably with its tru巴 one(Figures 3.8 and 
3.9). This partially discrepant proneness in identification 
of the conductivity function could be eliminated by 
augmenting the numbe1' of subdomains fo1' the 
co汀巴spondingrang巴.The forward solutions resulting from 
using the duly id巴ntifiedfunctions for the soil hydraulic 
properties ar巴 satisfactorywith good agre巴mentto the true 
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functions in a fram巴workof the simulation-optimization. 
Requiring fi巴ldobservations of the time-varying pressure 
head alone， the approach is field-oriented， and therefore 
less costs us to solve the problems. Th巴 approachhas 
be巴nprov巴dto be valid through its practical application to 
a hypothetical soil column， identifying血eparameters 
with well幽 performance.This suggests that the approach 
developed could be a viable altemative to the 
conventional fixed functional form approaches. 
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solutions (Figures 3.6 and 3.10). Perceptible deviation 
from the tru巴 solutions-atmost 1 mm and 5 mm for Soil 
A and Soil B， respectively-occurs during a short period 
of time just after the quick commencement of dewatering 
from the column， and dwindles away as time passes 
(Figures 3.7 and 3.11). 

The results shown above prove that the present inverse 
method enables us to well estimate the soil hydraulic 
properties in a functional form， yielding unique and stable 
invers巴 solutions even in a case of unrealistic 
discontinuous flow dynamics like quick desorption 

3.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter， an approach for identifying in a 
functional form the unknown quantiti巴s-soilhydraulic 
properties-parameterized in saturated-unsaturated ground-
water flow model has been dev巴loped.The individual soil 
hydraulic properties are interpolated by piecewise cubic 
spline functions in a relation between the property and the 
pressure head. The inverse probl巴msd巴fin巴dare solved as 
the probl巴ms of d巴termining the coefficients of the 
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CHAPTER 4 

INVERSE民1ETHODTO IDENTIFY 

UNSATURATED HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY IN 

VARIABLY SATURATED SUBSURFACE羽1ATER

FLOW MODEL IN NON-ISOTHER恥1ALSOIL 

-0 -BASED FORM OF RICHARDS EQUATION-

4.1 Introduction 

Because of increasing d巴mandfor numerical analysis 

and importance of parameter identification being key to 

success the analysis， Takeuchi et al. (2007y531 and Izumi 

et al. (2008y281 proposed an inverse method with the free-

form parameterization to巴stimatesoil hydraulic properties 

only from the observed time-series field data， and verified 

its effectiveness through numerical tests considering 

diffl巳rentcombinations of the degr巴eof freedom in th巴

param巴terization，logging interval and observation e町or.

lzumi et al. (2008y281 was based on the governing 

equation under isothermal assumption. The method 

developed is， therefore， unsuited for the non-isothermal 

situation wh巴r巴 due to active heat energy exchange 

through a soil surface the soil temperature distribution 

becomes so non-uniform that it significantly affects water 

movement. G巴nerally， it is known that the soil 

temperature influences the surface tension and viscosity of 

water. From the field observation conducted by the 

author， in fact， it is claimed that the temperature 

dependency of the surface tension leads to a change in the 

water flux， estimat巴d by 出eformula in Kondo and 

Saigusa (1994y331， at the rate of a few percent， while the 

temperature d巴pendencyof the viscosity to a change in 

the saturated hydraulic conductivity at the rate of about 

40% in the changeable range of soil t巴mperature.Also， 

Inoue et al. (2004 y231 showed白atthe air temperature 

influenced readings of tensiometer， from 出e distinct 

differences between the suction values observ巴d in 

daytime and nighttim巴 atthe same water content. 

In this chapter， an extension of the previous work 

(Izumi et al.， 2008[281
) to develop a general inverse 

method applicable even for a non-isothermal seepage or 

subsurface flow is presented. First， an in-situ observation 

system with simple instrumentation is presented which 

impl巴ments collection of the hydro-geological data-

volumetric water content， suction and soil temperature-

necessary for solving IP. After definition of FP， solution 

procedure for the inverse problem in that the relative 

hydraulic conductivity (RHC) is id巴ntifiedby use of the 

free司 formparameterization technique is descr均巴d，and 

validity of the inverse method developed is exarnined 

through its application to the soil of a real upland crop 

field， or through calibration tests of the coupled water 

movement and thermal conduction models， for the 

desorption process in that considering the hysteretic 

phenomenon is not ne巴ded.In addition， efficacy of 

allowing for soil t巴mperaturevariability -non-isothermal 

condition-in the forward problem is verified. 

4.2 Method 

4.2.1 Observation system 

A typical observation system for acquiring the 

necessary data at a few different depths in a soil column 

is shown in Figure 4.1. A set of three soil moisture 

probes， one tensiometer and two thermometers， which are 

drawn by black lines or painted black， is a basic 

instrumentation or a minimum requirem巴nt for th巴

purpose of the observation. The remaining instruments， 

depicted in gray， are optional. Two or three different 

instruments should be paired and aligned in the same 

depth. 

The data of basic need， obtained from the basic 

instrumentation， are put to use as follows. The volumetric 

water contents and the soil temperatures at both top and 

bottom ends of a soil column， observed by the soil 

moisture probes and the thermometers， respectively， are 

used as Dirichlet boundary values for the governing 

equations to solve a FP. The volum巴tricwater content 

observed by th巴 intermediatesoil moisture probe is used 

to evaluate th巴 fitness of an unsaturated hydraulic 

conductivity function -actually a relative hydraulic 

conductivity function-in an optimization process. A pair 

of volumetric wat巴rcontent and suction data in the same 

depth is used to identify a soil water陀 tentlunproperty. 

Supplement of one or two optional tensiometers serves 

to improve reliability of th巴 soilwater retention property. 

An additional thermometer in 出eintermediate d巴pth

provides the benchmark data for verifying reproducibility 

of forward solution. 

The system is extremely simple. Thus， it is inexpensive 

and can be buried in the ground without spending tim巴

and effort， less disturbing the soil column of interest. 
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Figure 4.1: Basic and optimal instruments for field observations 
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4.2.2 Forward problem 
Assumed to be predominantly one-dimensional， the 

seepage flow in variably saturated and nonisoth巴rmalsoil 
can b巴 described by coupled water mass (water 
movement) and energy balance (thermal conduction) 
equations (Kondo and Saigusa， 1994[33[). Th巳massbalanc巳
allowing for effects of soil temperatu閃 insoil， neglecting 
vapor fluxes， is represented in terms of volumetric wat巴r
cont巴ntas follows. 

。(z，t) = 8 (z， t) on r~ (4.13) 

Ts (z， t) = T~ (z， t) on r~ (4.14) 

qw (z， t) =qw(z， t) on r~ (4.15) 

qh (z， t)ニ qh(z，t) on r~ (4.16) 

where 80 (z) and To (z) are the initial value of the 
volumetric water content and soil temperatur巴， r巴spec-

ρvE旦=一坐竺
. ot oz 

with 

o8 ~ oヂ

(4.1) tively， Q space domain， 8 (z， t) and Ts (z， t) the value of 
the volumetric water content and soil temperature on the 
Dirichlet boundary， resp巴ctively，r~ and r~ the Dirichlet 
boundary for the water and heat movement， respectiv巴ly，

qw = ρwDo 'a; ρwDT vò~s ー ρwK

。砂 _K

(4.2) 不 (z，t) and百(z，t) the water and heat flux on the 
Neumann boundary， respectively and r~ and r~ th巴

Dρ =K一一一
V •• o8 Cw 

。砂

(4.3) Neumann boundary for th巳 waterand heat movem巴nt，
respectively. Given that the coefficients of the derivatives 

DTニ K一一
oTs (4.4) in Eqs.(4.1) and (4.7) are well parameterized or related to 

the unknown variables 8 and Ts， such a equations system 
kニ KrKs (4.5) can be numerically solved with respect to 8 and Ts by the 

combined use of the standard Galerkin finite element 
Ks二一一主一一ρwg

μ(Ts) (4.6) method and 白e implicit time-marching scheme， i.e.， 

Crank-Nicolson scheme. This forward solution model is 
wh巳1・cρwis th巴 waterd巴nsityand assumed to be 

constant here， 8 the volumetric water content， t the time， 

z the height defined as positive upward， Ts the soil 
temperature， rt the suction， Cw the specific moisture 
capacity， K the unsaturat巴dhydraulic conductivity， Kr the 
relative hydraulic conductivity， Ks th巴 saturatedhydraulic 
conductivity， X the intrinsic p巴rmeability，μtheviscosity 
coefficient and g由巳 gravitationalacceleration. 

The energy balance equation assuming a local thermal 
equilibrium b巴tweensoil and water， to be coupled with 
Eq.(4.1)， is described as follows. 

Ch oTs = O_qh 
hat-oz 

with 

Ch (8) = (1-8s) cs+8cw 

oTs qh = -A vò~s 

A = Ao+0.58す

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

wher巴 Chis the volumetric heat capacity of soil， 8s the 
saturated water content， Cs and Cw the volumetric h巴at
capacity of soil particles (1.26 x 106 [J/(m3・K)])and that 
of water (4.20 x 106 [J/(m3・K)])，respectively and A the 
thermal conductivity of soil which is expressed in terms 
of the reference thermal conductivity Ao. 
Eqns.(4.1) and (4.7) are considered subject to th巴

following initial and boundary conditions. 

。(z，0)=8o(z) in Q (4.11) 

T弓 (z，O)=To(z) in Q (4.12) 

embedd巴din the parameter optimization process described 
below. 

4.2.3 Parameterization of soil hydraulic properties 
With the observed volumetric water content and suction 

data collected from data loggers of soil moisture probes 
and tensiometers which are in the sam巴 depthfrom the 
ground surface， a scatter diagram relating volumetric 
water content to suction is obtained. To represent in a 
functional form the relation between them， or to obtain a 
soil water retention curv巴， VG model is employed which 
is described as follows. 

SOOIl  
e 瓦ゴ8r-(1王両司砂1)向)附暗 (4.17) 

where 5e is the effective saturation， 8r the residual 
water content and αvg， mvg and nvg the unknown 
parameters， the last two being related as mvgニ l-l!nvg.
To determine values of the parameters in Eq.( 4.17) so as 
to best fit the obs巴rved8-砂 relations，the 1巴ast-square
approach is used (Takeshita and Kohno， 1993[52]). 

For functional repres巴ntation of RHC， a free-form 
parameterization method is used. For th巴 free-form
parameterization， the relation must be巴xpressedby a 
function which is continuously differentiable over the 
whole effective saturation domain of interest. For this 
pu叩ose，as shown in Figure 4.2， the effectiv巴 saturation
domain is partition巴dinto (1 -1) subdomains with 1 nodes 
(1 denotes the degrees of fr巴edomof the parameteriza-
tion)， and the function for KlFP (5e) over th巴 whole
domain [5e(8r)，5e(8s)] is expressed by a sequence of 
piecewis巴 cubicspline interpolation functions each of 
which is locally defined over a confined subdomain 
bounded with two nodes. Thus the function defined over 
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ki 
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Figure 4.2: Free-form parameterization 

where Kad is an admissible set of k ， L the total number 

of observed data available in spac巴 andtime and 附

(normally， taken as unity) a weighting factor. 

In the process of minimizing Eq.(4.23) subject to Eq. 

(4.21)， the decision variabl巴sk are iteratively updated 

while st巴Pby step solving FP with their assumed or 

previously estimated values. In this respect， identification 

of the function (Eq. (4.18)) r巳quires a sort of 

simulationoptimization technique. 

Levenb巴rg-Marquardt method， which is a modified 

Gauss】 Newtonmethod， is adopted for the optimization 

algorithm. With this method， the unknown parameters are 

step by step updated with the following search s巴quence

through the iteration. 

k(7+1)=k(7)+ムk(7) (4.25) 

the i-th subdomain of [Se.i，Se.i+l]， Kr，i(Se)， is with 

described as follows. 

KtFP (Se) = ~ Kr.; (Se) (4.18) 

with 

(αt十bi(Se -Se. ; )十 C;(Se-Se，;)2 

1十di(Se -S1'， ; ) 3， Se E [Se， i， Se，什 1] Kr， i (Se) = 1 ，u" ¥>Je ->J1'，' J ，>Je ~ Lue，" ue， '+lJ (4.19) 

I 0， Se Et= [Se，;， Se.什 1] 

where ai， b;， C; and di are coefficients in th巴 cubic

splin巳sand i (1 ::;; i ::;; I) a nodal numb巴r.Hereinafter， the 

values of K/FP (Se) at a node i ar，巴 simplydenoted by ki 

and its sets by k. Since， as well known， RHC 

monotonously increases with the increasing saturation， Eq. 

(4.18) must be identified so that the following constraints 

are satisfied. 

ki ::;; ki+l (4.20) 

4.2.4 Inverse problem and solution procedure 

The problem is to optimally decide a set of variables， 

k ， defined as follows. 

h二 {ki，1 ::;; i ::;; I} (4.21) 

S巴archingfor the set of the optimal solutions， k OP1， is 

then achievable through minimizing the objective 

function， defined as the total least squares error integrated 

over space and time b巴tween the solution of FP 

(81'0111 (k )) and the observed data (80b8
)， and therefore， 

wntten as 

J (k OP1) =minJ (k)， k叩 t，kεKad (4.22) 

with 

， L 

J (k) = す~ {fi (k)}2 (4.23) 

五(k)ニ ω[(8[1'0111 (k) -8;伽) (4.24) 

ムk(γ)= _(H(7) +771)-I¥1J(7) 

H(7) =1土坐土壁り|
1;'-:1 Oki okj I 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

where r is an iteration number， 77 a coefficient and 1 

the 1 x 1 unit matrix. When 77 is equal to z巴TO，ムk(γ)

reduces to the Gauss-Newton direction. On the other 

hand， when 77 tends to infinity，ムk(r) turns to the st巴巴pest

descent direction and size ofムk(γ) tends to zero. The 

coefficient 77 is therefore taken as zero for an initial value， 

and if J (k (7+り<J (k (7)) is not satisfied， th巴nvalue of 

77 is incr巴asedandムk(7) is recomputed with Eq.(4.26) 

until J (k (7十 1))<J (k (7)) is satisfied (Sun， 1994[5乃

4.3 Validation 

Validity of the inverse method described above is 

examin巴dthrough its in-situ application to the test soil 

(sandy soil) in an upland crop field in Miyoshi， Aichi 

Prefecture. Primarily the examination is made on 

performance of calibrating the numerical forward solution 

model-obtained from coupled Eqns.(4.1) and (4.7)-

through identifying free-form parameterized RHC function 

with the in-situ observation data， as well as on 

reproducibility of the forward solutions obtained from the 

model so calibrated. The validity is then verified in 

comparison with the method commonly used for 

identifying RHC. In addition， efficacy of allowing for soil 

temperature variability-non-isothermal condition-in th巴

forward problem is examined in comparison with making 

the isothermal assumption valid. Th巴 following are 

preparatory descriptions for these examinations. 

As a basis for comparison in parameterization for RHC， 

the conventional method using VG model of a fixed-form， 

“VG method"， is considered in that RHC express巳din 

t巴rmsof the effective saturation is given as follows. 

瓦VG(Se) = Se叶1-(1-Se川 )m，g)2 (4.28) 

If the isothermal assumption is accepted or Eq.(4.1) is 
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uncoupled from Eq.(4.7)， the governing equation for FP is 

simplified with independence of soil temperature as 

follows. 

18 

5cm 

(4.29) ρ笠一 一坐工
wat--az 

o(J 
qw =一ρwDo'a; -ρwK -・闘4・・・・・・・・王ヨ・・・・------.-(4.30) 

(4.31) 
ott K 

Do =K一一=
U ..  o(J Cw 

百-----------:I:::J ----------.  ---(4.32) 

where Ks takes a constant value at soil temperature of 

15 oC. RHC， Kr， is estimated in the same manner as in 

the non-isothermal case. 

K=KrKs 
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situation of出巴 watercontent， the readings of砂mustbe 

the same. In real observation， however， the daytime and 

nighttime readings of砂 forthe same value of (J are at 

variance， as exemplified in Figure 4.5， the former being 

relatively r巴duc巴d.This is a result of that the suction 

sensors (UIZ-SMT， UIZIN Co.， Ltd.) are positioned near 

出emouth of a tensiom巴tertube and therefore prone to 

Field observation and soil water retention curve 

fitting 

The observation system with full instruments， as shown 

in Figure 4.3， was in-situ set up. The target domain is the 

surface soil of 20 cm thick-from -10 cm to -30 cm一，

where soil temperature varies perceptibly. Assumed 

predominantly one-dimensional， th巴 domain of a soil 

column is divided into four equal elements with five 

nodes. The instruments sense and automatically record at 

intervals of 10 min th巴 variationsof volum巴tricwater 

content， suction and soil temperature at each depth of 10 

cm， 20 cm and 30 cm below the ground level. To know 

the response of soil moisture variation to occurrence of 

rainfall ev巴nts，an automatic rain gauge is placed close by 

出esystem to record time-varying precipitation at the 

same time interval. 

The complete serial data of volumetric wat巴rcontent， 
suction and soil temperature， observed during the p巴riod

of June 8， 2008 to July 9， 2008 and selected for the 
present 巴xaminations， are ilIustrated in Figure 4.4 

including that of the rainfall. Here， a one-way process of 

desorption is considered for the estimation of the soil 

hydraulic properties. The distinct desorption p巴riods，

detectable at a glance from出esuction variation in Figure 

4.4， are those of June 12 to 19， June 24 to 28 and July 1 

to 8. These are considered as mutually independent time 

sequences to provide the different sets of the observed 

serial data and thus to make more persuasive examinations 

of the present propositions. 

The examinations must be pr目 ededby finding the soil 

water retention curve Eq.(4.17)， for 巴ach desorption 

period， best fitting the scattered relations between 

observed (J andゆ.H巴re，(Js is taken as the value for 

砂=0， and (Jr as the minimum value found in all出巴

observed serial data of (J， including the data shown in 

Figure 4.4. Thus， values of (Js and (Jr can directly be 

identified to be 0.48 and 0.22， as common to 出ree

different desorption periods， through analyzing 出巴

observed serial data of tt and (J， and of (J， respectively. 

Caution must be paid in identifying values of αvg and ηvg 

by use of the least squares method. Theory predicts that tt 

and (J are uniquely correlated， or that， if under the sam巴

4.3.1 
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observe the suctions affected by air temperature. For this， 

the observed 8 -砂 relationsover the nighttime of 20:00 to 

8:00， less affected by air temperature， are exclusively 

quali白edas those to be fitted with a curve， discarding 

those over the daytime. All the relations qualified and the 

1'esulting curves fitted with Eq.( 4.17) are illustrated in 

Figures 4.6 to 4.8 for the respective desorption periods 

The resultant identified values of αvg and nvg a1'e listed in 

Table 4.1 including the value of KslS出atwas measured 

through labo1'ato1'Y tests fo1' the soils sampled from th巴

slte. 
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Figure 4.7: Soil water retention property in the second 

desorption period 
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Figure 4.8: Soil water retention property in the third desorp-

tion period 

Table 4.1: Identified parameter values 

Desorption period Ks15 [m1s] α噌 [1m]

6/12-6119 

6/24-6/28 

7/1-7/8 

4.5 X 10-4 

KS15 indicates Ks at 15 't 

4.3.2 Results and discussion 

17.1 

49.8 

10.3 

nvg 

1.142 

1.084 

1.172 

The results of th巴 examinationsconcerning calibration 

of the numerical model and solution r巴producibility

(accuracy) of the model calibrated are shown in the insert 

of Figure X (X=4.9， 4.10， 4.11) fo1' the respective 

desorption pe1'iods. Note出atfo1' each all th巴 results

exc巴ptfor 8削 inFigure X (c) are those for non-isothermal 

condition. It should be also noted出atfor all WI in Eq 

(4.24) is巴qualizedto unity. Figure X(a) comparativ巴ly

i1lustrates the RHC functions K/，FP and K，VG which were 

identified by the present free-fo1'm paramete1'ization and 

the fixedform paramete1'ization based on the VG model， 

1'espectively. Including the time-varying 8
0bs observed at 

the intermediate depth of the soil column， Figu1'e X (b) 

shows the co町espondingθC0111and 8 VG computed as the 

solutions of FP with the id巴ntified K/，FP and K/G， 

r巴spectively.In the lower half of the same， th巴 absolute
E町ors E刷、 =18C0111_8obsl and Evg =18vg-8obsl 加古

shown to demonstrate the time-varying difference in 

solution 1'eproducibility between f1'ee- and fixed-form 

paramet巴rizations. Figure X (c) illustrated in the same 

manner as in Figure X (b) is inserted to differentiate the 

non-isothermal solution 8 C0111 from the isothermal solution 

8 iso produced with the identified K/，FP. The daily periodic 

variations of computed TsCOI1l and observed Tsobs at the 

intermediate depth are comparatively shown in Figure X 

(d)， including the time-varying soil temperatures observed 

at the top (z = -0.1) and bottom (z =一0.3)of the soil 

column， which are given as Dirichlet boundary values in 

solving FP. Minimum values of the 0句ectivefunction 

] (k)， whichω'e reached in simulation-optimization 

processes for identifying RHC function K， and thus could 
be a global indicator of solution reproducibility， are 

summarized in Table 4.2， including those for the three 

different combinations of f1'ee-or fixed-fo1'm parameteri-

zation and isothermal 01' non-isothermal setting for巴achof 

the different thr巴巴 desorptionperiods 

From Figures 4.9(a)， 4.1O(a) and 4.11(a)， it can readily 

be seen that the shape of the function K， (5e) is relaxed 

in the free-fo1'm parameterization， turning upward at a 

lower level of effective saturation than in the conventional 

fixed-form parameter包ation.From Figures 4.9(b)， 4.10(b) 

and 4.11(b)， it can be l'巴cognizedthat the model calibrated 

with such a parameter identification techniqu巴 reproduces

the forward solutions in better agreement with the 

observed data. Table 4.2 demonst1'ates in a quantitative 

sense that this is indeed tru巴 for any of desorption 

periods. This could be strong evidence that the method 

presently developed for solving IP surpasses the 
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commonly used one which employs the well-defined VG 

model for identification of RHC. From Figures 4.9(c)， 

4.1O(c)， 4.11(c) and Table 4.2， it is also found that taking 

into account the non-isothermal condition leads to the 

increase in solution clos巴n巴ssto reality. 

Inverse Modeling of Variably Saturated Subsurface Water Flow in Isothermal/Non-isothermal Soil 

←. KrFP 

_ -KrVG 

Table 4.2: Minimum values of ] (k ) in simulatiolト

optimiza1'ion runs fo1' diffe1'ent p巴1'iods

711-7/8 6/12-6/19 6/24-6/28 Deso1'ption pe1'iod 

Non-isothe1'mal/free-form 0.0144 

0.0315 

0.00345 

0.0118 

0.0239 

Non-isothermal/fixed-form (VG) 0.0247 

Isothe1'mal/fre巴ーform 0.0242 
1.0 0.6 

Effective sa!山 ationSo 
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4.4 Conclusions 

A method for solving the inverse problem of v紅 iably

saturated seepage flow in non-isothermal soil has been 

developed. A utilitarian in-situ observation system with 

simple instrumentation has specially been contrived which 

implements collection of the data necessary for solving 

the inverse problem. The results of the examinations on 

validity of the method reveals that th巴 relativ巴 hydraulic

conductivity of m勾orparameter， described as a function 

of the effective saturation， could succ巴ssfullybe identified 

with a free-form continuous function formed by a 

sequence of piecewise cubic spline functions whose 

coefficients are found with the aid of the simulation-

optimization technique. The results also show that the 

water movement model provides the forward solutions of 

high reproducibility， when coupled with thermal 

conduction model and calibrated through identifying the 

relative hydraulic conductivity with such a freeform 

function in lieu of a fixed-form function. It is thus 

concluded that the present approach of taking into account 

the effect of thermal conduction on water movement in 

variably saturated soil and employing the free-form 

parameterization t巴chniquecould be the viable alternative 

to the conventional tedious and laborious approaches. 

Additionally it should be mentioned that the inexpensive 

observation system specially contrived enhances 

usefulness of the approach. 
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CHAPTER 5 

INVERSE METHOD TO IDENTIFY UNSATURATED 

HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY IN V ARIABLY 

SATURATED SUBSURFACE WATER FLOW MODEL 

MIXED FORM OF RICHARDS EQUATION-

5.1 Introduction 

Richards巴quationcan b巴巳xpressedin three different 

forms according to the state variables solved: the砂国based

form， th巴8-based form， and the mixed form. Sinc巴the8-

based form is not applicable for th巴 saturatedzones where 

the hydraulic diffusivity tak巴sinfinite values， the件目based

form which can express all possible ranges of saturation is 

often used. Howev巴r，Celia et al. (1990yo1 reported that 

numerical models which solv巴砂-basedform produce 

significant errors in mass balance， and propos巳d an 

altemative mod巴1which solves the mixed form perfectly 

conserving the mass. After the work of C巳liaet al. 

(l990y61， the mixed form of Richards equation is often 

used as the goveming equation for seepag巴 flow，and the 

computational efficiency of its numerical model is 

lmprov巴d (Huang et al.， 1996t91
• Almost all the 

num巴ricalmodels proposed by Celia et al. (1990tl， and 

subsequently others， deal with only unsaturat巴d zone， 

while Takeuchi et al. (2008y541 developed a numerical 

model which can solv巳 themixed form of Richards 

equation for saturated zone as well as for unsaturated 

zone. 
lzumi et al. (2008[281， 2009[271) have d巴velopedinverse 

modeling for both the砂-basedform and 8戸basedform of 

Richards equation. In this chapter， an inverse modeling for 

the mixed form using the free-form param巴terization

technique is proposed. Firstly， the FP employing th巴

mixed form of Richards 巴quation as the goveming 

equation is defined. Because the saturated hydraulic 

conductivity could be definitely known， the IP related to 

the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity is reduced to a 

problem of identifying the RHC. Secondly， RHC is 

represented by a free-form parameterized function which 

is a sequenc巳 ofpiecewise cubic spline functions over the 

whole巴ffectivesaturation domain. Thirdly， the inverse 

problem of minimizing e汀orsbetween th巴 observ巴dand 

computed values of the pressure head is formulated based 

on a simulation-optimization algorithm with the aid of the 

Levenberg-Marqurdt method to find optimal values of the 

paramet巴rsincluded in the RHC function. Finally， the 

inverse method d巳V巴lopedis validated through applying it 

for in-situ soil column in an upland crop field and 

comparing the observed water movement with the 

computed one obtained from the forward simulation for 

the desorption process in that considering the hysteric 

phenomenon is not needed. 

5.2 Forward Problem 

5.2.1 Governing equation 

The subsurface water flow in variably saturat巴dsoil can 

be describ巴dby Richards equation which combines th巴

mass conservation巴quationand th巴 Darcy-Buckingham's

law， and its mixed form is r巴presented as follows 

(Huyakom and Pinder， 1983[201). 

()Sw . " " ()い_ () ( 77 ()h ¥ 
rt v~w +SwS 一一一一一一I-K~")。[，uwus7ft--()z ¥ - L l  az ) 

with 

5s = pwg (ss + rtsw) 

K=KrK写

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

where rt is the porosity， 5w the saturation， 5s the 

specific storage， o the pr回 surehead， K the unsaturated 

hydraulic conductivity， h (=砂+z) the hydraulic head， t 
the time， z the height defined as positiv巴 upward，ρwthe 

wat巴rdensity assumed to be constant her巴，9 the 

gravitational acceleration， ss and sw the compressibility 

coefficients of soil and water， respectively， Kr the relativ巴

hydraulic conductivity and Ks th巳 saturatedhydraulic 

conductivity. 

Eq.(5.1) is su吋巴ctto the following initial and boundary 

conditions. 

件(z，0) =供。 (z) in Q 

件(z，t)ニ砂 (z，t) on rD 

()h -/ " ~1\J 
-fLkaEZ=百(z，t) on rN 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

where妙。 (z)is the initial valu巴 ofthe pressure head in 

the space domain Q，ゆ (z，t) the value of the pressure 

head on the Dirichlet boundary rD and q (z， t) the water 

flux on th巴 Neumann

boundary r N . 

Given that the coefficients of the derivatives in Eq.(5.1) 

is well p創'am巴terizedor related to the unknown variables 

札 sucha巴quationssyst巴m can b巴 numericallysolved 

with r巴spectto砂bythe combined use of the standard 

Galerkin finite element method and the fully implicit 

time-marching scheme mentioned below. This forward 

solution procedure is embedded in the param巴ter

OptlmlzatlOn process. 

5.2.2 Parameterization of soil hydraulic properti回

To represent a constitutive relation betw巴en the 

volumetric water content and pressure h巴ad，or to obtain a 

soil water retention curve， VG model is employed which 

is described as follows. 

5e = ~二島L 一一一 1一-eー θs-8r (1 + (αvg IO 1)仇g)問、z
(5.7) 

where 5e is the effective saturation， 8 the volumetric 

water content， 8r the residual water content， 8s the 

saturated wat巴rcontent and αvg， mvg and nvg the unknown 

parameters， the last two being related as mvg = l-lInvg. 

To determine values of the parameters in Eq.(5.7) so as to 

best 白tthe observed 8-砂 relations，the least-square 
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ki 

Se， i Se，i+l 

Figur巴5.1:Free-form paramet巴rizatIon

Se 

approach is used. 

For functiona1 representation of RHC， the free-form 

parameterization method is emp1oyed. For such a 

parameterization， th巴 r巴1ationmust be expressed by a 

function which is continuous1y differentiab1e over th巴

who1e effective saturation domain of interest. For this， as 

shown in Figure 5.1， the effective saturation domain is 

partitioned into (1-1) sub町 domains with 1 nodes (1 

denotes th巴 degreesof freedom of the parameterization)， 

and the function for KtFP 
(ふ)over th巴 who1edomain 

[Se (8，.) = 0， S e (85) = 1J is expr白 sedby a sequence of 

pl巴C巴WlS巴 cubicspline functions each of which is 10cally 

defined over a confined sub-domain bounded with two 

nodes. Thus， the function d巴finedover the i th sub-domain 
of [Se. i， Se， ;十 1]， K，.， i (Se) is described as follows. 

Krp(Se)= ~ K，.，; (Se) (5.8) 
i=l 

with 

(α/ + b/ (Se -Se，;)十 C;k(Se -Se，; )2 

1十d/(Se -Se，; )3， Seε[Se，;， Se， ;+IJ κ，i (Se) == 1 I Ui ¥Ue lJe， t) ， tJe '-LtJe， 1， ue， 1+1J (5.9) 

10， Se E正[Se，;， Se， ;+IJ 

wher巴 α/，b/， C;k and d/ are coeffici巴ntsin the cubic 

sp1ines and i (1 三二 i::0::; 1) a noda1 number. Hereinafter， the 

va1ues of KtFP (Se) at a nod巴 iare simp1y denoted by k; . 

Since， as well known， the re1ative hydraulic conductivity 

monotonous1y increases with the increasing saturation， Eq. 

(5.8) must be identified so that the following constraints 

ar巴 satisfied.

k; ::0::; k;+1 (5.10) 

5.2.3 Time-marching scheme 

The governing equation is discretized by a standard 

Ga1erkin finite element method for space and a finite 

difference method for time. As the time-marching scheme， 

the modified Picard method proposed by Ce1ia et al. 

(1990yo1 is used. If the sup巴rscriptsm and n stand for an 

iteration step and a time 1eve1， respective1y， then the 

Picard iteration scheme can be written as 

S:;+1.111+1_ SJ) I S::十 l.mSsctl1+1，m 砂n
一一

ムt ゆムt

_l_( _2_( 1(n+1. m笠土~\_òK川:JI ;_IKn+l， m~T ，，_ ) v"，，_ )=0 (5.11) o ¥ Oz ¥ι z)  oz ) 

According to Ce1ia et al. (l990y61， S::十1， 111+1 is 

expanded with respect to rt by Tay10r series expansion， 
ignoring the highβr order， as follows. 

l，m+ ，mdSw|n+I，m 
1 =S::+1.1I1 + UJù，~ I (rtn+l， m+l_rtn+l，m) 

d砂|
/、n+l，m 

= S::+1.m + vw rt一(砂川m+l_rt"+1，m) (5.12) 

where Cw is the specific water content. Substituting the 

truncated series Eq.(5.l2) into Eq.(5.11) 

ゆ ( S;}+1. m -S.: 
rt"十1，m十 1== <J;n+l.m +ムtττ，---;;;-1

C:: 山勺… l ムt

S::+I， m S三p l，m_rt"__j_l_( _2_( Vn +l， m坐竺~\
。ムt 件¥oz ¥ι oz ) 

OKn+l，m ¥ ¥ 
十)I (5.13) 。'z J J 

When a soi1 domain of interest is saturated， Sw = const. 

= 1. Thus， th巳 firsttεrm on出e1巴ft-handsidβof Eq.(5.1) 

disappears， and出巴 equationbecomes as follows. 

S5十一会(-K号) (5.14) 

Emp10ying th巴 modifiedPicard scheme， Eq. (5.14) can 

be written in the time-marching form as follows. 

L( _2_( vn+ 1. m~rj;_'_' 十 L 作'_\o 11 + 1， m + 1 == o n +ムt一|一一IKn+1.'一一一一一 l
S5 ¥ OZ ¥ ~~ OZ J 

¥
i
l
/
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キ
一
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υ

K
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一十 (5.15) 

5.3 Inverse Problem 

5.3.1 Formulation of optimization problem 

Solving IP is defined as optimally deciding a set of 

unknown variab1es， k = {k;， 1 ::0::; i ::0::; l}. The objective 

function is then defined as the tota1 1east squ紅白 e汀 or

integrated over space and time between the solution of FP 

(rt com (k )) and the observed data (砂Ob5)，and therefore， 

wntten as 

] (k oPt) = min ] (k)， k E Kacl (5.16) 

with 

fゆ)ニ誌IM(h))2

五(k)=ωI (咋om(k )一町bS)

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

wher巴 kopt is a set of k optima1 solutions， Kact an 

admissib1e set of k， L the tota1 number of obs巴rveddata 

avai1ab1e in space and time and附 (normally，taken as 

unity) a weighting factor. 
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In the process of minimizing Eq.(5.17) subject to Eq. 

(5.10)， the d巴cisionvariables， k， are iteratively updated 

while step by step solving FP with their assumed or 

previously estimated values. In this r巴spect，identification 

of th巴 function(Eq.(5.8)) requires a sort of simulation-

optimization technique. 
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自

5ふ2 Optimization algorithm 

For the optimization algorithm to search for the set of 

the optimal solutions， k 01'1， Levenberg-Marquardt method， 

which is a modified Gauss-Newton method， is adopted. 

With this method， the unknown parameters are step by 

step updated with the following search sequence through 

the it巴ration.

k(γ+1) = k (γ)+ムk(γ) (5.19) 

Soil mois旬r巴
probe 

Figure 5.2: Observation system and discr巴tizationof target巴d

domain 

Tensiometer 
with 

between saturated and unsaturated situations with 

frequency， and is discretized into four equal elements with 

five nodes for numerical computations. Th巳 time-varying

pressure heads and volumetric water cont巴ntsat th巴 three

depths of -10 cm， -20 cm and -30 cm are automatically 

logged at int巴rvalsof 10 rninut巴s.

A one-way process of desorption is considered for 

estimation of the soil hydraulic properties to exclude the 

hysteric phenomenon， as in most of the preceding studies 

associat巴d with parameter identification. The data 

observed during 出eno-rainfall period (or desorption 

period) of July 1 to 9， 2008， used as basic data for 

calibration of the numerical model as well as for 

validation of th巴 inversemethod presently d巴velop巴d，are 

illustrated in Figure 5.3. From Figure 5.3， it can r巴adily

be seen that the pr巴ssurehead involves periodic daily 

variations while declining in time， having a distinct 

difference from the volumetric water content. Even if th巴

volumetric water contents in daytime and nighttime are 

ムkr= -(Hr +早'1)一I'VJ(r) 

I .!;.， aj，(γ) aj，(r) I 
H(r) =1 ~ ~~/， 一二 |

11~1 aki akj 1 

where i' is an iteration number， 7J a coefficient and 1 
the 1 x 1 unit matrix. When 7J is equal to zero，ムk(r) 

reduces to th巴 Gauss-Newtondirection. On the other 

hand， when tends to infinity， I:lk (r) turns to the steepest 
descent dir巴ction and size of I:lk (r) tends to zero. 

Therefore，甲 istaken as z巴rofor an initial value， and if 
] (k (γ+ 1)) < ] (k (r)) is not satisfied， then value of 7J is 

increased andムk(r) is recomputed with Eq.(5.20) until 
] (k ( 川 )) < ] (k (r)) is satisfied (Sun， 19941β5引吋l

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

5.4 Validation 

An in-situ application to the test soil (sandy soil) in an 

upland crop fi巴ldin Miyoshi， Aichi Prefecture， Japan， is 

implemented to examine validity of the inverse method 

described above. The validity is judged referring to 

reproducibility of the forward solutions obtain巴dfrom the 

calibrated model. 
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Figure 5.3・Observeddata for validation 
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5.4.1 Observation system 

The data necessary for identification of RHC is 

acquired by the observation system made up of different 

three sets of instruments (tensiometer and soil moisture 

probe)， which are buried at different three depths in a soil 

column (Figure 5.2). At individual d巴pths，serial data of 

pressure head and volumetric water content are observed 

which ar右 necessaryto identify the soil water retention 

property. The observed pressure heads at both top and 

bottom of the soil column are also used as Dirichlet 

boundary values in solving FP based on the governing 

equation. The pressure head observed at the intermediat巴

depth (-20 cm d巴巴p)is used to judge the fitness of 

estimated unknown parameters (or RHC function) in an 

opt1mlZatlOn process. 

The targeted domain is th巴 surfacesoil of 20 cm thick 

between -10 cm and -30 cm deep， where soil alternates 
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Eq.(5.7) can be best fit to the observed relations betwe巴n

<T and fJ. Note that in this curvefitting the temperature-

dependent fJ-件 relationsobserved during the daytime of 

6:00 to 18:00 are not consid巴red.Eventually th巴 valuesof 

αvg and nvg are identified to be 2.87 m-I and 1.29， 

respectively， to have a best fitting curve as shown in 

Figur巴 5.5

Inverse Mod巴lingof Variably Saturated SubSllrfac巴WaterFlow in Isothermal/Non-isothennal Soil 
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Identification of RHC 

method 

As mentioned above， the time-varying pressure head 

obtained from a field obs巴rvationis significantly affected 

by air temperature. Differ巴nttwo data sets of time-varying 

pressur巴 headare thus considered for identifying RHC (or 

calibrating the model) by free-form parameterization and 

examining solution reproducibility (accuracy) of the model 

so calibrated. One is the observed data as they are， and 

the other is the corrected data which can be obtained from 

filtering out daytime temperature-dependent noises from 

the observed data， or from assuming that the pressure 

head varies linearly from the observed head at 6:00 to that 

at 18:00. These are referred to as < Data A> and < Data B >， 

respectively. 

The value of Ks is given as 4.5 x 10-4 m/s from the 

result of the laboratory tests for出巴 soilssampled from 

the site. In application of Eq.(5.18)， all WI are equalized 

to umty. 

The results for < Data A > and < Data B > are shown in 

Figures 5.6 and 5.7， respectively， illustrating the identified 

RHC function K，FFP and the solution reproducibility. The 

solution reproducibility is examined through comparing 

the computed <t COIl1 (or the forward solution with the 

identified K，FFP) with the non-corrected (observed) or 

corrected <t ob.， and measured in terms of the absolute 

e町orEω111 = I<T COIl1 - <t 01"1. Values of the objectiv巴 function

] (k )， which are reached in the simulation-optimization 

processes for identifying RHC function and thus could be 

a global indicator of solution reproducibility， are listed in 

Table 5.1. 

From Figure 5.6 (b)， it can be seen that the model 

calibrated for < Data A> produces th巴 forwardsolutions in 

partially good agreement with the original observed data. 

From Figure 5.7 (b)， on the other hand， it is recognized 

that the model calibrated for < Data B> reproduces th巴

corrected obs巴rveddata in closer agre巴ment.Table 5.1 

also demonstrates the same in a quantitative sense. It is 

thus concluded that the method presently developed could 

be a viable tool for finding RHC in a functional form， 

fulfilling its function with better performance if air-

temperature dependency of the pressure head variation is 

appropriately eliminated. 

validation of the and 5.4.3 
ー1.0

Figure 5.4: Correlation between pressur巴 headsin daytime and 

nighttime for the same volumetric water content 

-0.4 -0.6 -0.8 
Pressure head in daytime (m) 

-0.2 

the same， therefore， the pressure heads are different as 

shown in Figure 5.4. This result is against the theory that 

there should be a one-to-on巴 correspondencebetween the 

pressure h巴adand the volumetric water content. As Inoue 

et al. (2004)'231 reported， this is because the s巴nsingpart 

of this type of a tensiometer (UIZ-SMT， UIZIN Co.， Ltd.) 

is put n巴arthe top of the tube， and therefore th巴 readings

of the pressure head are significantly affected by air 

temperature. Thus， as described later， identification of 

RHC function is comparatively done considering another 

data series of the pressure head in which temperature-

depend巴ncyof the pressure heads in the daytime of 6:00 

to 18:00 is removed by m巴ansof the linear interpolation 

method. 

5.4.2 Identification of water retention property 

Identifying RHC function must be preceded by fixing 

the form of the soil water retention curve expr巴ssedby 

Eq.(5.7). The saturated water content fJs is defined as the 

value of fJ in case that砂isequal to zero， and the residual 

water content fJ，. is defined as the minimum valu巴 inall 

the observed s巴rialdata of fJ. Thus， straightforwardly 

from the data observed， fJs and fJ，. can be identified to be 

0.45 and 0.22， respectively. By use of the least squares 

method proposed by Takeshita and Kohno (1993)'521， the 

remaining parametersαand nvg are determin巴dso that 

ー-Fitting curve 
。Observed(ー10cm)
。Observed(・20cm) 
。Observed(-30 cm) 

α= 2.87 m-I 

nvg = 1.29 
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Table 5.1目 Minimumvalues of ] (k ) in simulation-optimization 

] (h) 

1.88 

Data type 

< Data A> 

0.0 
0.36 

0.737 < Data B> 

0.46 0.40 0.42 0.44 
Volllmetric water contentθ 

Figure 5目5:Soil water retention property 
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solution for < Data A> 

5.5 Conclusions 

A method for solving the inverse problem associated 

with variably saturated seepage flow has b巴巴ndeveloped. 
The rnixed form Richards equation which provides mass-
conservative solutions to saturated-unsaturated seepage 

flow problem is consid巴redas出egoverning equation 
which describes the forward problem. Exarninations for 
validation of the method developed show that the relative 

hydraulic conductivity which is a m勾or hydraulic 
property of the governing equation system， expressed by a 
free-form sequential piecewise cubic spline function， 

could successfully be identifi巴dthrough determining the 
values of the coefficients of the function with the aid of 
th巴 simulation-optimizationt巴chnique. The results also 
show that the forwa.rd solution model with identified 

relative hydraulic conductivity could reproduce actual one-
way desorption process with high巴raccuracy when air-
temperature dependency of the observed pressure head 
variation is appropriately eliminated. 
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CHAPTER 6 

INVERSE METHOD TO IDENTIFY UNSATURATED 

HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY IN V ARIABLY 

SATURATED SUBSURFACE WATER FLO明7

MODEL IN NON-ISOTHERMAL SOIL 

-MIXED FORM OF RICHARDS EQUA TION-

6.1 Introduction 

Richards equation 巴xpress巴s the water movement 

through soil derived from the gradient of hydraulic head 

und巳risothermal assumption. However， water movement 

is also affected by soil temperature. Thus， this equation is 

not suitable to represent water movem巴nt，esp巴cially，near 

surface soil where h巴at energy exchange is quite 

significant. As extended models， coupling models for 

simultaneous transfer of water and heat based on the work 

of Philip and de Vries (1957Y岨1have been proposed (e.g.， 

Milly， 1982[361; Kondo and Saigusa， 1994[331). Fujinawa 

(1995， 2010Y141，[151 proposed another coupling model. While 

these models are related to th巴十basedform or 8 -based 

form of Richards equation coupled with heat transport 

巴quation，few coupling models of the mixed form of 

Richards equation and the heat transport equation has 

been studi巴d.In this chapter， thus， an inverse modeling 

for the mixed form of Richards equation in non-

isothermal soil is purposed. Firstly， the governing 

equations system (i.e.， FP) is described， and the soil 

hydraulic properties which ar巴 modelparameters included 

in the system are paramet巴rized.The RHC which is a 

major unknown paramet巳rto be identified in this study is 

described by a free-form paramet巴rizedfunction which is 

a sequence of piecewise cubic splin巴 functionsover the 

whole effective saturation domain. For the representation 

of SWRC， VG mod巴1is employed due to b巴ingtime-

proven. Secondly， the IP is defined as rninimizing e町ors

between the observed and computed values of the pr<巴ssure

head based on a simulation-optimization algorithm with 

the aid of the Levenberg-Marqurdt method to det巴rmine

the functional shape of RHC. Finally， the applicability of 

the inverse method developed is assessed through in-situ 

soil column experiments in terms of reproducibility for 

observed water movement during the desorption process 

in that considering the hysteric phenomenon is not 

n巴eded.

6.2 Governing Equations System 

6.2.1 Water movement model 

For the water movement， the mixed form of Richards 

equation d巴rivedfrom the generalized Darcy's law and the 

Boussinesq assumption (Huyakorn and Pinder， 1983[201) is 

employed to obtain th巴 mass-conservative numerical 

solutions. Considering the dependency of density and 

viscosity of water on soil temperaωre to couple with 

thermalむansport，the equation in onedimensional vertical 

and saturated-unsaturated flow which in the liquid phase 

has considerable magnitude， i.e.， neglecting the vapor 

fluxes， is described as follows; 

併す+MZ-LikiZ勺川)( 一一 一一----，ートー十一一一-， ， 

with 

5sニ prg(ss + ctsw) (6.2) 

K=Kr(5e)Kr、(Ts)Ks (6.3) 

グ
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'
 

一一
タ制+
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一
仰

一一'M 
(6.4) 

whereゆ isthe porosity， 5w the saturation， 5s the 

specific storage， rt the pressure head， K the unsaturated 

hydraulic conductivity， h th巴hydraulichead， t the tim巴，z

the height defined as positive upward，ρT the water 

density at the soil temperature Ts，ρr the reference water 

density at the refer巴nce soil temperature Tr， 9 the 

gravitational acceleration， ss and sw the compressibility 

coefficients of soil and water， respectively， Kr th巴 relative

hydraulic conductivity， Kr the correction-factor function 

of soil temperature， Ks the saturated hydraulic conductiv-

ity， 5e the effectiv巴 saturationand ρth巴 waterpressure. 

6.2.2 Thermal transport model 

The heat flux due to the water movement in soil is 

smaller than the heat conduction by the solid soil and thus 

can be neglected. Accordingly， the h巴at conduction 

equation assuming a local thermal equilibrium between 

soil and water is巴mployedfor the thermal transport， and 

d巳scribedbased on Kondo and Saigusa (1994y331 as 

follows; 

当戸=-£(-A安) (6.5) 

with 

Ch = (1 -ct ) Cs十8cw (6.6) 

，1 = Ao十0.50t (6.7) 

wh巴reCt， is the volumetric h巴atcapacity of soil， 8 the 

volumetric water content， Cs and Cw the volumetric heat 

capacity of soil particles (1.26 x 106 [J/(m3・K)])and that 

of water (4.20 x 106 [J/(m3・K)])，respectively and ，1 the 

thermal conductivity of soil expressed in terms of the 

reference thermal conductivity ，10 and volumetric water 

content. 

6.2.3 Parameterization of soil hydraulic properties 

Soil hydraulic properties to be identified are the 

unsaturated hydraulic conductivity and soil water retention 

curve. 

The unsaturated hydraulic conductivity is described as 

the product of three variabl巴sshown in Eq.(6.3). The 

correction-factor function of soil temperature and saturated 

hydraulic conductivity ar巴representedas follows. 
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T7μI -- -HT  
μT 

Ks一旦主主
μI 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

whereμr and μT are the dynamic viscosity coefficient 
at temperature Tr and Ts， respective1y and X the intrinsic 
permeability. Because the dynamic viscosity is the 
function of the t巳mperatureand the saturated hydraulic 
conductivity can be determined through 1aboratory 
exp巳rimentsby d巴finition，the parameterization of RHC is 
ne巴ded.

To represent RHC， a s巴quentia1piec巳wisecubic splin巴
function is emp1oyed. This is referred to as a fr巳e-form
approach indicating that no a priori shape of RHC is 
assumed except for their monotonicity (Bitterlich et al.， 
2004[3[). In the fr巴巴ーformapproach， as shown in Figure 
6.1， the effective saturation domain of int巴rest is 
p創titionedinto (1-1) subdomains with 1 nodes (1 
denotes the degrees of freedom of the parameterization)， 
and the function for Kr (Se) over who1e domain [Se ((}r)， 
Se ((}s)] is expressed by a summation of pi巴cewisecubic 
spline interpo1ation functions which is 10cally defined over 
a confined subdomain bound巴dwith two nodes. Thus， the 
function for Kr (Se) with Kr， i (Se) d巴finedover the i th 
subdomain [Se， i， Se. i + 1] is desc巾 edas follows; 

Kr (Se) = L: Kr. i (Se) (6.10) 

with 

( ai + bi (Se -Se， i) + Ci (Se -Se， i)2 
J +di (Se-Se，i)3，Se E[Se，i，Se，i+l] Kr，i (Se)ニ 1I U，l ¥ue "-'e，l) ，lJe "-......LU e，I，JJe，l+lJ (6.11) 

10， Se Ei [Se， 1， Se， i+l] 

wher・巴仏， bi， Ci and di are coefficients in the cubic 
sp1ines and i (1豆 i三 1)a noda1 number. Hereinafter， the 
va1u巳sof Kr (ふ)at a node i訂巴 simp1ydenoted by ki • 

Since， as well known， RHC monotonous1y increases with 
the increasing saturation， Eq.(6.1O) must be identified so 
that the following constraints are satisfied. 

Kr 

k; 

Se，i Se，什l

Figure 6.1: Fr回一formparameterization 

s c 

ki :s:: ki+l (6.12) 

SWRC is a constitutive re1ation between the vo1um巴tric
water content and pressure head. Various mod巴lshave 
been proposed to repr巴sentSWRC. Among them， VG 
mode1 has been more frequently used for the simu1ation 
of water movement in soi1， and thus， VG mode1 is 
emp10yed for the repr巳sentationof SWRC in this study. 
Additionally， to account for the effect of soi1 temperature 
when calcu1ating () using VG mode1， the va1ue of砂
obtained from Eq.(6.1) is mu1tip1i巴dby two t巴mperatur巳
correction coefficients. One is the ratio of th巳 surface
tensions at the soil temperature of interest and a reference 
temperature， and another is that of water density. This 
results in the following; 

(}-(}r 
SO(砂r)ニ/し 1_. 1.1. 1'¥ thm-¥ 1))…二百戸瓦 (6.13) 

with 

mvg = 1一 1
nvg 

σr P ム二!z_r__{JTい
σTρ1 

(6.14) 

(6.15) 

where (}r is the residua1 water content， (}s the saturated 
water content，αvg， mvg and nvg the unknown paramet巴rs，

砂rthe pressur巴headat a reference soi1 temperatur巴 Trand 
σ'T andσ】 thesurface tension at soi1 temperature Ts and a 
refer巴ncet巴mperatureTr， respective1y. 

6.2.4 Numerica1 solution procedure 
After discretization with th巴 combination of the 

standard Ga1erkin finite e1ement method for spac巴 andthe 
finite difference method for time， Eqs.(6.1) and (6.5) are 
subjected to the following initia1 and boundary conditions 
and numerically solved with the iterative partitioned 
m巳thod;

件(z，0) =れ(z) in Q (6.16) 

Ts (z， 0)ニ To(z) in Q (6.17) 

rt (z， t)二件 (z，t) on r2 (6.18) 

れ (z，t) = T~ (z， t) on r~ (6.19) 

_ KsKr ah ~z， t) ニ qw(z，t) 。z on r~ (6.20) 

A aTs Sz， t) ニー(z，t) ~=qh~Z， on r~ (6.21) 

where恥(z)and To (z) are白einitia1 va1ue of the 
pressur巴 headand soil t巴mp巳rature， resp巴ctive1y， Q the 
space domain，い (z，t) and Ts (z， t) the va1ues of the 
pressure head and soi1 temperature on the Dirich1et 
boundary， r巴spective1y，r2 and r~ the Dirich1et boundary 
for the water movement and heat transport， respective1y， 
qw (z， t) and 石(z，t) the water and heat flux on 
Neumann boundary， respective1y and r~ and r~ the 
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Neumann boundary for the water movement and heat 

transport， resp巴ctively.

6.3 Parameter Identification Procedure 

The unknown param巴tersto be identified ar巴 thesoil 

hydraulic properties， i.e.， RHC and SWRC， as described 

above. If the paramet巴rscan be determined with certainty 

in advance， they should be treat巴das known parameters 

becaus巳 thenumb巴rof identified parameters should be 

kept as small as possible. RHC， in general， cannot b巳

determined by the direct measurement while SWRC can 

be obtained from the time-series data of the pressure head 

and volumetric water content with relative ease. H巴nce，

RHC is tr巴atedas th巴unknownparameter and is identified 

with use of inverse technique. 

6.3.1 Inverse problem 

To solv巴 IP is to optimallY decide the unknown 

parameters， k =わ， 1三 i三 1， which minimize the 

obj巴ctivefunction defined as the total least squares error 

integrated over space and time between the solution of FP 

(ゆcom(k )) and the observed data (妙。bS)，and ther巴byIP is 

defined as follows; 

J (k oPt) = minJ (k )， k oPl， k E Kad (6.22) 

with 

jゆ)ニtzM(h)}2 (6.23) 

Guess initial parameters k 

Solve FP 

Calculate J(k) 

yes 

Update k with Eq.( 6.25) 

Figure 6.2: Flow chart for solving IP 

五(k)= Wl (咋om(k)-INbS) (6.24) 

where k opl is the set of optimal solutions，κad an 

admissible set of k opl and k， L the total number of 

observed data available in space and time andωl 

(normallY' taken as unity) a weighting factor. 

The process of solving IP is shown in Figure 6.2. The 

decision variables， k， are iteratively modified or updated 

while step by step solving FP with their assumed or 

previously estimated values. In this resp巴ct，identification 

of RHC function (Eq.(6.1O)) requires a sort of simulation-

optimization旬chnique.

6.3.2 Optimization algorithm 

Levenberg-Marquardt method， which is a modified 

Gauss-Newton method combining the Gauss-Newton 

method and the gradient method， is employed for the 

optimization algorithm to search for the set of optimal 

solution with following search sequence through the 

iteration (Sun， 1994[511); 

k(ア+1)ニ k(γ)+ムk(y) (6.25) 

with 

ムk(r) =一(H(Y)+甲1)-1マ](y)

I ~ aj，(Y) aj，(Y) I 
H(Y) =1 ~ ~~ー一二|

1 ;'::1 aki akj 1 

(6.26) 

(6.27) 

where r is an iteration number， 7J a coefficient which 

controls search strategy between the Gauss-Newton and 

the steepest decent dir巳ctionand 1 the 1 x 1 unit matrix. 

6.4 Validation 

Compared with the inverse modeling under isoth巴rmal

assumption proposed by Izumi et al. (2010)1261， the 

applicability of this inverse modeling is assessed in terms 

of reproducibility for observed water movement in test 

soil. The time-series observed data is obtained through in【

situ experiments (sandy soil) in Matsuyama， Ehime 

Prefecture. 

6.4.1 Field observation and computational domain 

The observation syst巴m and computational domain for 

parameter identification are illustrated in Figure 6.3. 

The observation system consists of three sets of 

instruments-tensiometer (UIZ-SMT)， soil moisture prob巳

(UIZ-SM-2X) and thermom巴ter (TMC20-HD)-and 

automatically records time-series data of the pr巴ssure

h巴ad，volumetric water content and soil temperatur巴 at

intervals of 10 minutes. To reduce the influ巴nceof direct 

solar radiation on the observed pressure heads， the sensors 

of tensiometers attached above ground are shielded by 

white-colored box with slits for ventilating air. Each set of 

instruments is buried at thr巴巴 different depths in a soil 

column: -10 cm， -20 cm and -30 cm. A pair of pressure 

head and volumetric water content data at the same depth 

lS us巴dto determine SWRC. Th巴 observedvalues of the 

pressure head at -20 cm deep is used to determine th巴
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Figure 6.3: Schematic illustration of observation and computation 

function shape of RHC (Eq.(6.10)) and to assess the 

fitness of estimat巴d RHC function in the simulation-
optimization runs. The pressure head and soil temperature 

observed at both top and bottom (ー10cm and -30 cm 
deep) of test soi1 are uti1ized as Dirichlet boundary values 
for solving FP to int巴ntionallyavoid measuring flux 1ike 
evapotranspiration whose measurement is generally 
difficult in th巳 fie1dexperiments. The time-series soil 

temperatur巴sat -20 cm deep are used as th巴 benchmark
data for confirming reproducibi1ity of forward solution. 

The computationa1 domain therefore is the surface soi1 
of 20 cm thick betw巴en-10 cm and -30 cm deep， where 
the saturation and soil temperature vary significantly with 

meteorological conditions， and is divided into four叫ual
elements with fiv巴 nodesfor numerica1 computations. 
Like in most earlier works on param巴t巴ridentification， 

a one-way process of desorption is consider巴d for 
estimation of the soil hydraulic prop巴rtiesto exclude白e
hysteric phenomenon in this study. H巴nce，the data series 
observed during no-rainfall or desorption period-
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Figure 6.4: Observed data 

November 25 to D巴cember 2， 201O-and used for 
parameter identification and validation of the inverse 
modeling， is shown in Figure 6.4. 

6.4.2 Identification of SWRC 

SWRC is defined as the approximate curve for the 
scatter plots relating volumetric water content to pressure 

head， and should be determined b巴fore巴stimatingRHC. 
To obtain B -rt re1ations at a referenc巴 soiltemperature 
expressed by Eq.(6.13)， van Genuchten et al. (1991)1曲l

proposed the RETC program which is an 巴stimation
method for unknown param巴ters included in SWRC 
function with us巴 ofthe nonlinear least-squ紅白 approach.

Generally， i此t1路sverηy impoωrtan凶lttωo input an adequate 
estimate 0ぱft出h巴 initial value of unknown pa紅ram巴t旬巴rsfor 
such nonJinear fitting. Since the RETC program does not 
have the function of automatically estimating the initial 
parameters， Seki (2007)1491 developed the a1terative 

algorithm called SWRC fit. This nonlinear fitting software 

not only can automatically determine the initial estimate 
of unknown parameters， but also can accomplish the 
parameter identification for the five SWRC models 
incJuding VG model. Accordingly， SWRC fit is employed 
to identify the refer巴nceB-砂relations

For the implem巴ntation，observed data of B andゆare
corrected for a reference temperaturモ basedon the soil 

temperature observed at the same depth， using the 
coefficient of thermal expansion and Eq. (6.15)， 
respectively. Additionally， th巴 saturatedwater content Bs 
is d巴finedas the value of B in case that砂IS巴qualto zero 

while the residual water content Br as the minimum value 
in all observed data of B. Thus， Bs and Br are deterrnined 
to be 0.30 and 0.05 from all observed data series 
including them shown in Figure 6.4， resp巴ctively.As the 
reference soil temperature， the average value of observed 
data is adopt巴dwhich equals to 12.4 degre巳sCelsius. 

Conclusively， a best fitting curve for B -rt relation at the 

reference soil temperature is obtained with the value of 
αvg and nvg being 28.9 m-' and 1.43， respectively， as 

shown in Figure 6.5. 
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6.4.3 Identification of RHC 

Firstly， the number of identified unknown parameters is 

determined. In the free form approach， the large number 

of paramete1's can be set for the functional form of RHC 

to have high flexibility or degree of freedom. However， 

the large number of paramete1's cause the increasing 

uncertainty of identified parameters， making IP difficult to 

solv巴.For出is，the identified parameter numb巴rshould be 

kept to the minimum in general. Since the optimal number 

of parameters is approximately from seven to nine 

according to Bitterlich et al. (2004y31 and Iden and 

Durner (2007y2'1， the number of unknown parameters is 

set to be 10. 

Secondly， the manner of division on the definition 

domain-effective saturation domain-is determined. The 

functional shape of RHC generally has steeper gradient 

near the saturated zone. In the context of accuracy，出巴

range with steepe1' g1'adient should be divided into fine1' 

subdomain. Therefor<巴 theeffective saturation range from 

0.8 to 1.0 where RHC function rapidly changes is 

partitioned into sub-range in the mann巴rof geometric 

senes. 

Eventually， RHC function is identified as shown in 

Figure 6.6 after the saturated hydraulic conductivity at th巴

reference temperatur巴 isdetermined to be 5.18 x 10-5 m/s 

through laboratory experiment. 
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t1'ansport are reproduced with high accuracy. 

For出epurpose of comparison， the preceding inverse 

modeling proposed by lzumi et al. (201Oy261， which did 

not consider th巴 influenceof soil temperature on water 

movement， is applied to the same observed data. In 

Figures 6.9 and 6.10， the results for identification of RHC 

and the r巴producibility of forward solution for water 

movement紅 eshown in a similar trend of Figures 6.6 and 

6.7， respectiv巴Iy.Her巴inafter，the proposed model in this 

chapter is r巴ferredto as the norトisothermalmodel and the 

model proposed by Izumi et al. (2010y261 is referred to as 

the isothermal model. In addition， the values of the 

o同巴ctivefunction ] (k ) for both models are summa1'ized 

in Table 6.1 to supply superio1'ity of the non-isothermal 

model with a quantitative underpinning. Th巴 comparison

results indicate that consideration of temperature-

dep巴ndencyis beneficial to simulate the wate1' flow near 

the soil surface， and thus it concludes that the inve1'se 

model proposed p1'ovide a high pe1'fo1'mance fo1' the 

modeling of subsurface water flow. 

1.0 

'Reproducibility of calibrated forward simula-

tion model for variably saturated subsurface 

flow 

The applicability of the inverse modeling presently 

developed is assessed in terms of reproducibility fo1' the 

time-series observed data by calibrated forward simulation 

mod巴1through comparing the observed and computed 

values. The result of reproducibility for water movement 

and heat t1'ansport are shown in Figures 6.7 and 6.8， 

respectively. In the lower half of Figure 6.7，出eabsolute 

erro1's IO COI11ー砂obslare also shown to demonst1'ate the 

time-va1'ying diff.巴rencein solution reproducibility. From 

the result， it is found that both water movement and heat 
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Tabl巴6.1:Optimal values of ] (h ) 

Model 

Non-isothermal mod巴l

Isothermal model 

6.5 Conclusions 

] (h) 

1.091 

2.362 

An inverse modeling for variably saturated and non-
isothermal subsurface water flow is developed. To 
consider 出e water movement depending on the soil 
temperature， a couple of mixed form of Richards equation 
with heat conduction equation is employed as the 
governing equation which describes the forward problem. 
The soil hydraulic prop巴rties which 紅巴 the mod巴l
parameters included in the governing equation are the soil 
water retention curve and unsaturated (or relative) 
hydraulic conductivity. Since the former is determined 
through experiments with relative ease， the latter is 
unknown parameter in this study. For the functional form 
of 出巴 relative hydraulic conductivity， the free-form 

approach is employed. The inverse problem to identify the 
relativ巴 hydraulicconductivity function is defined and 
solved for the practical field experiments with in-situ soil 
column near the surface soil to evaluate the performance 
of proposed method. From the examination and 
comparison of the preceding method which did not 
consider出einfluence of soil temperature on出ewater 
movement， the advantage and appropriateness of this 
method is shown and the importance of consideration for 
the temperature-dependency in the water movement near 
the soil surface is巴mphasized.
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CHAPTER 7 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this th巴sis，inverse modeling of variably saturated 

subsurface wat巴rflow in isothermaVnorトisothermalsoil is 

studied， considering the following thr巴eforms of Richards 

巴quationwhich describe subsurface water flow. 

(1)砂-basedform Richards equation 

(2) e -based form Richards equation 

(3) Mixed form Richards equation 

In Chapter 3， an inverse method to identify a function 

form of the soil hydraulic properties， i.e.， the water 

retention curve and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity， in 

variably saturated subsurface water flow model described 

as theゆ-basedform Richards equation is developed. The 

soil hydraulic prop巴rtiesar巴 repres巴nt巳dby a free form 

function composed of sequential piecewise cubic splin巴

functions. Th巴 functionsare used as an alternative to the 

conventional fixed form functions in order to increase 

accuracy of forward problems (numerical analyses or 

simulations). The inverse problem is formulated into the 

optimization problem minimizing the 0吋ectivefunction. 

The 0句ectivefunction is defined as the total squared e汀or

integrated over space and time between the computed and 

observed pressur巴 h巴ad，which is the decision variable in 

the砂-basedform Richards equation. It is then solved by a 

simulation-optimization algori出m with th巴 aidof the 

Levenberg-Marquardt method. Validity of the method is 

examined through twin experiments applying it to two 

differ巴nt soil types which are repres巴ntative to the 

sensitivity of the relativ巴 hydraulic conductivity near 

saturation. Th巴 results show that the soil hydraulic 

properties could be successfully id巴ntifiedwith a free 

form function， and therefore， th巴 approachcould be a 

viable alternative to the conventional fixed form function 

approaches. 

In Chapt巴r4， an inverse method to identify the 

unsaturated hydraulic conductivity in variably saturated 

subsurface water flow model in non-isothermal soil 

described as coupled equation of the e -based form 

Richards equation and heat conduction 巴quation is 

proposed . An in-situ observation with simple 

instrumentation set-up collects the hydro-geological data 

necessary in solving the inverse problem. For the 

parameterization of the soil hydraulic properties， a free 

form function formed by sequ巴ntialpi巴cewisecubic spline 

functions is used for the unsaturated hydraulic 

conductivity and van Genuchten model is used for the soil 

water r巴tentioncurve. Using the same manner as that 

described in Chapter 3， an inverse problem is defin巴dfor 

the objective function in terms of the decision variable e 
in the e -based form Richards巳quationwhich is used to 

d巴scribethe forward problem for water movement. The 

validity confirmation is carried out by applying the 

method to three serial data during d巳sorptionin field soil. 

From the results， the following issues are concluded: 

(1) the relative hydraulic conductivity could be 

succ巴ssfullyidentified by a free form function 

(2) the pr巴sentapproach of reflecting the effect of 

thermal conduction on water movement and 

employing the free form parameterization technique 

could be a practical alternative to the conventional 

approaches，加d

(3) th巴 specially-contrivedand inexpensive observation 

system enriches utility of the approach. 

In Chapter 5， an inverse method to identify the 

unsaturated hydraulic conductivity in variably saturated 

subsurface water flow model describ巴das the mixed form 

Richards equation is propos巴d.As the basic equation 

governing the forward problem， the mixed form Richards 

equation is consid巴redwhich is conservativ巴 interms of 

mass balance. The unsaturated hydraulic conductivity， the 

model parameter to be identified in the mixed form 

Richards equation， is represented by a free form function 

composed of sequential pi巴cewisecubic spline functions. 

An inverse problem to determine the function form of th巴

unsa札lrated hydraulic conductivity is defined as the 

optimization problem to minimize 巴灯orsbetween the 

observed and computed pressure heads， and solved with 

the use of a simulation目 optimization technique. The 

developed method is applied to an in-situ soil column and 

its validity is examined in t巴rmsof reproducibility of 

desorption process in the soil. The results indicate that a 

coupled model of wat巴rmovement and heat transport 

should be considered. 

In Chapter 6， an inverse method to identify the 

unsaturated hydraulic conductivity in variably saturated 

subsurface water flow model in non-isothermal soil 

describ巴das coupled equation of the mixed form Richards 

equation and heat conduction equation is discussed. The 

present method is an巳xtensionof the method present巴din 

Chapter 5 to consid巴rwater movement in surface soil 

d巴pendingon soil temperature， and thus， is developed 

using the same method， except for the governing equation. 

Validity of the method is tested and confirm巴dthrough 

practical application to an in-situ soil column and through 

comparison with th巴previousmethod. 
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